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1. Timetable (LLP & Third)
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2. Staff (LLP)

		ESTIMATED staff needs and costs by partner for LLP Countries 

		All figures in Euro



		 								 Staff by category

				Country		Overall total number of working days		Overall 
total staff costs		1. Manager 						2. Researcher, teacher and / or trainer 						3. Technical 						4. Administrative 

										Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category

				Total working days		1,737				79						1,448						30						180

				Total staff costs				364,162						20,716						310,316						6,210						26,920				364162

		P1		Danmark - DK		308		86,450		18		340		6,120		240		297		71,280		10		205		2,050		40		175		7,000				86450

		P2		Danmark - DK		121		36,865		6		420		2,520		95		323		30,685		0		210		0		20		183		3,660				36865

		P3		Espana -ES		145		35,180		10		287		2,870		115		258		29,670		0		191		0		20		132		2,640				35180

		P4		Lithuania - LT		386		29,236		18		90		1,620		348		77		26,796		0		59		0		20		41		820				29236

		P5		United Kingdom - UK		31		5,414		1		374		374		0		232		0		0		167		0		30		168		5,040				5414

		P6		United Kingdom - UK		371		99,937		6		277		1,662		335		275		92,125		10		249		2,490		20		183		3,660				99937

		P7		United Kingdom - UK		175		40,090		10		374		3,740		135		232		31,320		10		167		1,670		20		168		3,360				40090

		P8		Portugal - PT		200		30,990		10		181		1,810		180		158		28,440		0		112		0		10		74		740				30990

		P9				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P10				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P11				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P12				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P13				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P14				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P15				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P16				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P17				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P18				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P19				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P20				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P21				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P22				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P23				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P24				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P25				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P26				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P27				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P28				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P29				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P30				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P31				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P32				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P33				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P34				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P35				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P36				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P37				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P38				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P39				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P40				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P41				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P42				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P43				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P44				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P45				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P46				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P47				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P48				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P49				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P50				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P51				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P52				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P53				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P54				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P55				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P56				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P57				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P58				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P59				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P60				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P61				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P62				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P63				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P64				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P65				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P66				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P67				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P68				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P69				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P70				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P71				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P72				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P73				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P74				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P75				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P76				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P77				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P78				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P79				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P80				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P81				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P82				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P83				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P84				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P85				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P86				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P87				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P88				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P89				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P90				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P91				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P92				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P93				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P94				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P95				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P96				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P97				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P98				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P99				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P100				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P101				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P102				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P103				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P104				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P105				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P106				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P107				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P108				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P109				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P110				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P111				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P112				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P113				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P114				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P115				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P116				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P117				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P118				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P119				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P120				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P121				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P122				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P123				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P124				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P125				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P126				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P127				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P128				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P129				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P130				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P131				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P132				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P133				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P134				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P135				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P136				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P137				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P138				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P139				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P140				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P141				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P142				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P143				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P144				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P145				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P146				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P147				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P148				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P149				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P150				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P151				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P152				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P153				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P154				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P155				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P156				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P157				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P158				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P159				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P160				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P161				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P162				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P163				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P164				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P165				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P166				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P167				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P168				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P169				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P170				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P171				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P172				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P173				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P174				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P175				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P176				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P177				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P178				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P179				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P180				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P181				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P182				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P183				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P184				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P185				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P186				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P187				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P188				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P189				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P190				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P191				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P192				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P193				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P194				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P195				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P196				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P197				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P198				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P199				0		0						0						0						0						0				0

		P200				0		0						0						0						0						0				0
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3. Travel & subsistence (LLP)

				ESTIMATED travel and subsistence costs for LLP Country Partners (only for staff members taking part in the project)

				All figures in Euro

																

				Purpose of the journey 		Country of destination		Partner		Work
Package		Number 
of persons 		Number 
of days 		Daily subsistence 
cost per person  		Average price 
return journey		Total costs 

												a		b		c		d		a x [(b x c) + d]

												91		295		TOTAL travel & subsistence costs 				99,520

		1		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		180		210		570		

		2		Kick-off workshop in Brussels with preliminary suggestion for  list of online funtions		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		2		5		180		210		2,220		

		3		Kick-off workshop in Brussels with preliminary suggestion for  list of online funtions		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P2		1		2		5		180		210		2,220		

		4		Kick-off workshop in Brussels with preliminary suggestion for  list of online funtions		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P3		1		2		5		180		210		2,220		

		5		Kick-off workshop in Brussels with preliminary suggestion for  list of online funtions		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P4		1		2		5		180		210		2,220		

		6		Kick-off workshop in Brussels with preliminary suggestion for  list of online funtions		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P6		1		2		5		180		210		2,220		

		7		Kick-off workshop in Brussels with preliminary suggestion for  list of online funtions		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P7		1		2		5		180		210		2,220		

		8		Kick-off workshop in Brussels with preliminary suggestion for  list of online funtions		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P8		1		2		5		180		210		2,220		

		9		2nd project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Nederland - NL		P1		4		2		5		224		200		2,640		

		10		2nd project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Nederland - NL		P2		4		2		5		224		200		2,640		

		11		2nd project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Nederland - NL		P3		4		2		5		224		210		2,660		

		12		2nd project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Nederland - NL		P4		4		2		5		224		210		2,660		

		13		2nd project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Nederland - NL		P5		4		1		3		224		210		882		

		14		2nd project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Nederland - NL		P6		4		2		5		224		210		2,660		

		15		2nd project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Nederland - NL		P7		4		2		5		224		210		2,660		

		16		2nd project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Nederland - NL		P8		4		2		5		224		210		2,660		

		17		3rd project workshop: Pilot course, approve software, prep of exploitation in last year		Espana -ES		P1		10		2		4		195		210		1,980		

		18		3rd project workshop: Pilot course, approve software, prep of exploitation in last year		Espana -ES		P2		10		2		4		195		210		1,980		

		19		3rd project workshop: Pilot course, approve software, prep of exploitation in last year		Espana -ES		P4		10		2		4		195		210		1,980		

		20		3rd project workshop: Pilot course, approve software, prep of exploitation in last year		Espana -ES		P6		10		1		4		195		210		990		

		21		3rd project workshop: Pilot course, approve software, prep of exploitation in last year		Espana -ES		P7		10		2		4		195		210		1,980		

		22		3rd project workshop: Pilot course, approve software, prep of exploitation in last year		Espana -ES		P8		10		2		4		195		210		1,980		

		23		3rd project workshop: Pilot course, approve software, prep of exploitation in last year		Espana -ES		P3		10		2		4		80		0		640		

		24		4th project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Sverige - SE		P2		4		2		5		230		250		2,800		

		25		4th project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Sverige - SE		P3		4		2		5		230		250		2,800		

		26		4th project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Sverige - SE		P4		4		2		5		230		250		2,800		

		27		4th project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Sverige - SE		P5		4		1		3		230		250		940		

		28		4th project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Sverige - SE		P6		4		2		5		230		250		2,800		

		29		4th project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Sverige - SE		P7		4		2		5		230		250		2,800		

		30		4th project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Sverige - SE		P8		4		2		5		230		250		2,800		

		31		4th project workshop and Eurocall conference and consultations		Sverige - SE		P1		12		2		5		240		230		2,860		

		32		5th project workshop and FR. Prep future dissemination and exploitation		United Kingdom - UK		P2		12		2		4		240		230		2,380		

		33		5th project workshop and FR. Prep future dissemination and exploitation		United Kingdom - UK		P3		12		2		4		240		230		2,380		

		34		5th project workshop and FR. Prep future dissemination and exploitation		United Kingdom - UK		P4		12		2		4		240		230		2,380		

		35		5th project workshop and FR. Prep future dissemination and exploitation		United Kingdom - UK		P6		12		1		4		240		554		1,514		

		36		5th project workshop and FR. Prep future dissemination and exploitation		United Kingdom - UK		P7		12		2		4		240		230		2,380		

		37		5th project workshop and FR. Prep future dissemination and exploitation		United Kingdom - UK		P8		12		2		4		80		0		640		

		38		5th project workshop and FR. Prep future dissemination and exploitation		United Kingdom - UK		P1		12		2		4		240		230		2,380		

		39		EfVET conference 2012		Ellas - EL		P4		14		1		4		210		300		1,140		

		40		EfVET conference 2013		Espana -ES		P4		14		1		4		200		300		1,100		

		41		CILT conference 2012		United Kingdom - UK		P7		11		1		4		260		200		1,240		

		42		eLearning Conference Southampton 		United Kingdom - UK		P7		11		1		2		186		312		684		

		43		SALT, Scottish Association for Language Teachers and Scottish CILT		United Kingdom - UK		P6		11		1		3		260		300		1,080		

		44		National Assocation for the Teaching of English and Other Community Languages to Adults		United Kingdom - UK		P6		11		1		3		260		300		1,080		

		45		Workshop at St. Patrick’s College Drumcondra, Dublin		Ireland - IE		P7		15		1		2		55		103		213		

		46		Workshop at Mary Immaculate College, Limerick		Ireland - IE		P7		15		1		2		113		220		446		

		47		Worldcall (Glasgow July 2013)		United Kingdom - UK		P7		15		1		4		180		112		832		

		48		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		180		210		570		

		49		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		180		210		570		

		50		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		180		210		570		

		51		Participation in meetings organised by the Agency (2 meetings per year)		Belgique/Belgie - BE		P1		1		1		2		180		210		570		

		52																		0		

		53		Exploitation courses accross Denmark		Danmark - DK		P1		7		1		10		40		67		467		

		54		Exploitation courses accross Denmark		Danmark - DK		P2		7		1		10		40		67		467		

		55		Exploitation accross Spain		Espana -ES		P3		8		1		10		60		100		700		

		56		Exploitation accross Lithiania		Lithuania - LT		P4		9		1		30		40		60		1,260		

		57		Exploitation accross the Scottish Highland and Islands		United Kingdom - UK		P6		10		1		10		150		250		1,750		

		58		Exploitation accross Northern Ireland and England		United Kingdom - UK		P7		11		1		10		150		250		1,750		

		59		Exploitation accross Portugal		Portugal - PT		P8		12		1		10		100		275		1,275		

		60																		0		

		61																		0		

		62																		0		

		63																		0		

		64																		0		

		65																		0		

		66																		0		

		67																		0		

		68																		0		

		69																		0		

		70																		0		

		71																		0		

		72																		0		

		73																		0		

		74																		0		

		75																		0		

		76																		0		

		77																		0		

		78																		0		

		79																		0		

		80																		0		

		81																		0		

		82																		0		

		83																		0		

		84																		0		

		85																		0		

		86																		0		

		87																		0		

		88																		0		

		89																		0		

		90																		0		

		91																		0		

		92																		0		

		93																		0		

		94																		0		

		95																		0		

		96																		0		

		97																		0		

		98																		0		

		99																		0		

		100																		0		

		101																		0		

		102																		0		

		103																		0		

		104																		0		

		105																		0		

		106																		0		

		107																		0		

		108																		0		

		109																		0		

		110																		0		

		111																		0		

		112																		0		

		113																		0		

		114																		0		

		115																		0		

		116																		0		

		117																		0		

		118																		0		

		119																		0		

		120																		0		

		121																		0		

		122																		0		

		123																		0		

		124																		0		

		125																		0		

		126																		0		

		127																		0		

		128																		0		

		129																		0		

		130																		0		

		131																		0		

		132																		0		

		133																		0		

		134																		0		

		135																		0		

		136																		0		

		137																		0		

		138																		0		

		139																		0		

		140																		0		

		141																		0		

		142																		0		

		143																		0		

		144																		0		

		145																		0		

		146																		0		

		147																		0		

		148																		0		

		149																		0		

		150																		0		

		151																		0		

		152																		0		

		153																		0		

		154																		0		

		155																		0		

		156																		0		

		157																		0		

		158																		0		

		159																		0		

		160																		0		

		161																		0		

		162																		0		

		163																		0		

		164																		0		

		165																		0		

		166																		0		

		167																		0		

		168																		0		

		169																		0		

		170																		0		

		171																		0		

		172																		0		

		173																		0		

		174																		0		

		175																		0		

		176																		0		

		177																		0		

		178																		0		

		179																		0		

		180																		0		

		181																		0		

		182																		0		

		183																		0		

		184																		0		

		185																		0		

		186																		0		

		187																		0		

		188																		0		

		189																		0		

		190																		0		

		191																		0		

		192																		0		

		193																		0		

		194																		0		

		195																		0		

		196																		0		

		197																		0		

		198																		0		

		199																		0		

		200																		0		

		201																		0		

		202																		0		

		203																		0		

		204																		0		

		205																		0		

		206																		0		

		207																		0		

		208																		0		

		209																		0		

		210																		0		

		211																		0		

		212																		0		

		213																		0		

		214																		0		

		215																		0		

		216																		0		

		217																		0		

		218																		0		

		219																		0		

		220																		0		

		221																		0		

		222																		0		

		223																		0		

		224																		0		

		225																		0		

		226																		0		

		227																		0		

		228																		0		

		229																		0		

		230																		0		

		231																		0		

		232																		0		

		233																		0		

		234																		0		

		235																		0		

		236																		0		

		237																		0		

		238																		0		

		239																		0		

		240																		0		

		241																		0		

		242																		0		

		243																		0		

		244																		0		

		245																		0		

		246																		0		

		247																		0		

		248																		0		

		249																		0		

		250																		0		

		251																		0		

		252																		0		

		253																		0		

		254																		0		

		255																		0		

		256																		0		

		257																		0		

		258																		0		

		259																		0		

		260																		0		

		261																		0		

		262																		0		

		263																		0		

		264																		0		

		265																		0		

		266																		0		

		267																		0		

		268																		0		

		269																		0		

		270																		0		

		271																		0		

		272																		0		

		273																		0		

		274																		0		

		275																		0		

		276																		0		

		277																		0		

		278																		0		

		279																		0		

		280																		0		

		281																		0		

		282																		0		

		283																		0		

		284																		0		

		285																		0		

		286																		0		

		287																		0		

		288																		0		

		289																		0		

		290																		0		

		291																		0		

		292																		0		

		293																		0		

		294																		0		

		295																		0		

		296																		0		

		297																		0		

		298																		0		

		299																		0		

		300																		0		

		301																		0		

		302																		0		

		303																		0		

		304																		0		

		305																		0		

		306																		0		

		307																		0		

		308																		0		

		309																		0		

		310																		0		

		311																		0		

		312																		0		

		313																		0		

		314																		0		

		315																		0		

		316																		0		

		317																		0		

		318																		0		

		319																		0		

		320																		0		

		321																		0		

		322																		0		

		323																		0		

		324																		0		

		325																		0		

		326																		0		

		327																		0		

		328																		0		

		329																		0		

		330																		0		

		331																		0		

		332																		0		

		333																		0		

		334																		0		

		335																		0		

		336																		0		

		337																		0		

		338																		0		

		339																		0		

		340																		0		

		341																		0		

		342																		0		

		343																		0		

		344																		0		

		345																		0		

		346																		0		

		347																		0		

		348																		0		

		349																		0		

		350																		0		

		351																		0		

		352																		0		

		353																		0		

		354																		0		

		355																		0		

		356																		0		

		357																		0		

		358																		0		

		359																		0		

		360																		0		

		361																		0		

		362																		0		

		363																		0		

		364																		0		

		365																		0		

		366																		0		

		367																		0		

		368																		0		

		369																		0		

		370																		0		

		371																		0		

		372																		0		

		373																		0		

		374																		0		

		375																		0		

		376																		0		

		377																		0		

		378																		0		

		379																		0		

		380																		0		

		381																		0		

		382																		0		

		383																		0		

		384																		0		

		385																		0		

		386																		0		

		387																		0		

		388																		0		

		389																		0		

		390																		0		

		391																		0		

		392																		0		

		393																		0		

		394																		0		

		395																		0		

		396																		0		

		397																		0		

		398																		0		

		399																		0		

		400																		0		

		401																		0		

		402																		0		

		403																		0		

		404																		0		

		405																		0		

		406																		0		

		407																		0		

		408																		0		

		409																		0		

		410																		0		

		411																		0		

		412																		0		

		413																		0		

		414																		0		

		415																		0		

		416																		0		

		417																		0		

		418																		0		

		419																		0		

		420																		0		

		421																		0		

		422																		0		

		423																		0		

		424																		0		

		425																		0		

		426																		0		

		427																		0		

		428																		0		

		429																		0		

		430																		0		

		431																		0		

		432																		0		

		433																		0		

		434																		0		

		435																		0		

		436																		0		

		437																		0		

		438																		0		

		439																		0		

		440																		0		

		441																		0		

		442																		0		

		443																		0		

		444																		0		

		445																		0		

		446																		0		

		447																		0		

		448																		0		

		449																		0		

		450																		0		

		451																		0		

		452																		0		

		453																		0		

		454																		0		

		455																		0		

		456																		0		

		457																		0		

		458																		0		

		459																		0		

		460																		0		

		461																		0		

		462																		0		

		463																		0		

		464																		0		

		465																		0		

		466																		0		

		467																		0		

		468																		0		

		469																		0		

		470																		0		

		471																		0		

		472																		0		

		473																		0		

		474																		0		

		475																		0		

		476																		0		

		477																		0		

		478																		0		

		479																		0		

		480																		0		

		481																		0		

		482																		0		

		483																		0		

		484																		0		

		485																		0		

		486																		0		

		487																		0		

		488																		0		

		489																		0		

		490																		0		

		491																		0		

		492																		0		

		493																		0		

		494																		0		

		495																		0		

		496																		0		

		497																		0		

		498																		0		

		499																		0		

		500																		0		
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4. Equipment (LLP)

				ESTIMATED equipment costs for LLP Country Partners																ERROR

				All figures in Euro

																

				Description		Justification		Partner		Work
Package		Number of 
items		Unit Cost		Usage rate
%		Depreciation rate
%		Total costs

												a		b		c		d		a x b x c x d

																Total equipment costs				7,922

		1		iPad tablet		Demonstration of tablet for online development		P1		5		2		472		100.00%		83.00%		784

		2		iPad tablet		Demonstration of tablet for online development		P2		5		2		472		100.00%		83.00%		784

		3		iPad tablet		Demonstration of tablet for online development		P3		5		2		472		100.00%		83.00%		784

		4		iPad tablet		Demonstration of tablet for online development		P4		5		2		472		100.00%		83.00%		784

		5		iPad tablet		Demonstration of tablet for online development		P6		5		3		450		100.00%		83.00%		1,121

		6		iPad and Acer tablet		Demonstration of tablet for online development		P7		5		2		472		100.00%		83.00%		784

		7		iPad tablet		Demonstration of tablet for online development		P8		5		2		472		100.00%		83.00%		784

		8		Server w 2 quad core CPUs		Development of online service and bu		P6		5		1		2527		100.00%		83.00%		2,097

		9																		0

		10																		0

		11																		0

		12																		0

		13																		0

		14																		0

		15																		0

		16																		0

		17																		0

		18																		0

		19																		0

		20																		0

		21																		0

		22																		0

		23																		0

		24																		0

		25																		0

		26																		0

		27																		0

		28																		0

		29																		0

		30																		0

		31																		0

		32																		0

		33																		0

		34																		0

		35																		0

		36																		0

		37																		0

		38																		0

		39																		0

		40																		0

		41																		0

		42																		0

		43																		0

		44																		0

		45																		0

		46																		0

		47																		0

		48																		0

		49																		0

		50																		0

		51																		0

		52																		0

		53																		0

		54																		0

		55																		0

		56																		0

		57																		0

		58																		0

		59																		0

		60																		0

		61																		0

		62																		0

		63																		0

		64																		0

		65																		0

		66																		0

		67																		0

		68																		0

		69																		0

		70																		0

		71																		0

		72																		0

		73																		0

		74																		0

		75																		0

		76																		0

		77																		0

		78																		0

		79																		0

		80																		0

		81																		0

		82																		0

		83																		0

		84																		0

		85																		0

		86																		0

		87																		0

		88																		0

		89																		0

		90																		0

		91																		0

		92																		0

		93																		0

		94																		0

		95																		0

		96																		0

		97																		0

		98																		0

		99																		0

		100																		0



4. Equipment costs for LLP countries partners	
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5. Subcontracting (LLP)

		ESTIMATED subcontracting costs for LLP Country Partners

		All figures in Euro



				Task description		Partner		Work Package		Total costs

						Total subcontracting costs				14,000

		Subcontract 1		External quality monitoring and control		P1		2		14,000		14,000		

		Subcontract 2										0		

		Subcontract 3										0		

		Subcontract 4										0		

		Subcontract 5										0		

		Subcontract 6										0		

		Subcontract 7										0		

		Subcontract 8										0		

		Subcontract 9										0		

		Subcontract 10										0		

		Subcontract 11										0		

		Subcontract 12										0		

		Subcontract 13										0		

		Subcontract 14										0		

		Subcontract 15										0		

		Subcontract 16										0		

		Subcontract 17										0		

		Subcontract 18										0		

		Subcontract 19										0		

		Subcontract 20										0		

		Subcontract 21										0		

		Subcontract 22										0		

		Subcontract 23										0		

		Subcontract 24										0		

		Subcontract 25										0		

		Subcontract 26										0		

		Subcontract 27										0		

		Subcontract 28										0		

		Subcontract 29										0		

		Subcontract 30										0		

		Subcontract 31										0		

		Subcontract 32										0		

		Subcontract 33										0		

		Subcontract 34										0		

		Subcontract 35										0		

		Subcontract 36										0		

		Subcontract 37										0		

		Subcontract 38										0		

		Subcontract 39										0		

		Subcontract 40										0		

		Subcontract 41										0		

		Subcontract 42										0		

		Subcontract 43										0		

		Subcontract 44										0		

		Subcontract 45										0		

		Subcontract 46										0		

		Subcontract 47										0		

		Subcontract 48										0		

		Subcontract 49										0		

		Subcontract 50										0		

		Subcontract 51										0		

		Subcontract 52										0		

		Subcontract 53										0		

		Subcontract 54										0		

		Subcontract 55										0		

		Subcontract 56										0		

		Subcontract 57										0		

		Subcontract 58										0		

		Subcontract 59										0		

		Subcontract 60										0		

		Subcontract 61										0		

		Subcontract 62										0		

		Subcontract 63										0		

		Subcontract 64										0		

		Subcontract 65										0		

		Subcontract 66										0		

		Subcontract 67										0		

		Subcontract 68										0		

		Subcontract 69										0		

		Subcontract 70										0		

		Subcontract 71										0		

		Subcontract 72										0		

		Subcontract 73										0		

		Subcontract 74										0		

		Subcontract 75										0		

		Subcontract 76										0		

		Subcontract 77										0		

		Subcontract 78										0		

		Subcontract 79										0		

		Subcontract 80										0		

		Subcontract 81										0		

		Subcontract 82										0		

		Subcontract 83										0		

		Subcontract 84										0		

		Subcontract 85										0		

		Subcontract 86										0		

		Subcontract 87										0		

		Subcontract 88										0		

		Subcontract 89										0		

		Subcontract 90										0		

		Subcontract 91										0		

		Subcontract 92										0		

		Subcontract 93										0		

		Subcontract 94										0		

		Subcontract 95										0		

		Subcontract 96										0		

		Subcontract 97										0		

		Subcontract 98										0		

		Subcontract 99										0		

		Subcontract 100										0		
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5. Subcontracting costs for LLP Country Partners	




6. Other (LLP)

		ESTIMATED other costs for LLP Country Partners

		All figures in Euro



				Description		Partner		Work Package		Amount

						Total other costs				13,020

		1		EuroCall 2012 registration		P1		11		600		600		

		2		EuroCall 2012 registration		P2		11		600		600		

		3		EuroCall 2012 registration		P3		11		600		600		

		4		EuroCall 2012 registration		P4		11		600		600		

		5		EuroCall 2012 registration		P6		11		600		600		

		6		EuroCall 2012 registration		P7		11		600		600		

		7		EuroCall 2012 registration		P8		11		600		600		

		8		EuroCall 2013 registration		P1		11		600		600		

		9		EuroCall 2013 registration		P2		11		600		600		

		10		EuroCall 2013 registration		P3		11		600		600		

		11		EuroCall 2013 registration		P4		11		600		600		

		12		EuroCall 2013 registration		P6		11		600		600		

		13		EuroCall 2013 registration		P7		11		600		600		

		14		EuroCall 2013 registration		P8		11		600		600		

		15		CILT conference registration 2012		P7		11		180		180		

		16		eLearning Conference Southampton registration fee 		P7		11		180		180		

		17		Worldcall registration		P7		11		300		300		

		18		SALT, Scottish Association for Language Teachers and Scottish CILT		P6		11		180		180		

		19		National Assocation for the Teaching of English and Other Community Languages to Adults		P6		11		180		180		

		20		EfVET 2012 registration		P4		11		300		300		

		21		EfVET 2013 registration		P4		11		300		300		

		22		Brochures and printed newsletters for conferences		P1		11		1,000		1,000		

		23		Dissemination materials, t-shirts etc.		P1		11		2,000		2,000		

		24										0		

		25										0		

		26										0		

		27										0		

		28										0		

		29										0		

		30										0		

		31										0		

		32										0		

		33										0		

		34										0		

		35										0		

		36										0		

		37										0		

		38										0		

		39										0		

		40										0		

		41										0		

		42										0		

		43										0		

		44										0		

		45										0		

		46										0		

		47										0		

		48										0		

		49										0		

		50										0		

		51										0		

		52										0		

		53										0		

		54										0		

		55										0		

		56										0		

		57										0		

		58										0		

		59										0		

		60										0		

		61										0		

		62										0		

		63										0		

		64										0		

		65										0		

		66										0		

		67										0		

		68										0		

		69										0		

		70										0		

		71										0		

		72										0		

		73										0		

		74										0		

		75										0		

		76										0		

		77										0		

		78										0		

		79										0		

		80										0		

		81										0		

		82										0		

		83										0		

		84										0		

		85										0		

		86										0		

		87										0		

		88										0		

		89										0		

		90										0		

		91										0		

		92										0		

		93										0		

		94										0		

		95										0		

		96										0		

		97										0		

		98										0		

		99										0		

		100										0		
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7. Expenditure & revenue (LLP)

		ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES and REVENUE by type of costs for LLP Country Partners																		Project Acronym:				tools								Number of months:		30						1

		All figures in Euro																		LLP Action:				Key Activity 2 Multilateral Projects														400000		2

																																						400,000		3

				Costs																				Financing																4

				Direct costs														Indirect costs		Total project
expenditures				EU grant requested from LLP				Partner's 
own 
funding		Other sources				Total project revenues						5

				A. Staff 
costs		B. Operations										Total direct costs
(A + B)		Total project
indirect costs 
(up to 7%)																						6

						1. Travel
 and subsistence		2. 
Equipment
(up to 10%)		3. Subcontracting
(up to 30%)		4. Other		B.Total
operational
costs						Total		%		Grant total (up to 75%)		%				Amount		Specification								7

		%		73.03%		19.96%		1.59%		2.81%		2.61%		26.97%				7.00%						74.97%				25.03%		0.00%				100%						8

		Total		364,162		99,520		7,922		14,000		13,020		134,462		498,624		34,902		533,526				400,000				133,526		0				533,526						9

		P1		86,450		15,397		784		14,000		4,200		34,381		120,831		8,458		129,289		24.23%		96,966		75.00%		32,323						129,289						10

		P2		36,865		12,487		784		0		1,200		14,471		51,336		3,593		54,929		10.30%		41,196		75.00%		13,733						54,929						11

		P3		35,180		11,400		784		0		1,200		13,384		48,564		3,399		51,963		9.74%		38,972		75.00%		12,991						51,963						12

		P4		29,236		15,540		784		0		1,800		18,124		47,360		3,315		50,675		9.50%		38,006		75.03%		12,651						50,657						13

		P5		5,414		1,822		0		0		0		1,822		7,236		506		7,742		1.45%		5,806		74.99%		1,936						7,742						14

		P6		99,937		14,094		3,218		0		1,560		18,872		118,809		8,316		127,125		23.83%		95,203		74.89%		31,922						127,125						15

		P7		40,090		17,205		784		0		1,860		19,849		59,939		4,195		64,134		12.02%		48,100		74.98%		16,052						64,152						16

		P8		30,990		11,575		784		0		1,200		13,559		44,549		3,120		47,669		8.93%		35,751		75.00%		11,918						47,669						17

		P9		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						18

		P10		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						19

		P11		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						20

		P12		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						21

		P13		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						22

		P14		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						23

		P15		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						24

		P16		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						25

		P17		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						26

		P18		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						27

		P19		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						28

		P20		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						29

		P21		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						30

		P22		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						31

		P23		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						32

		P24		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						33

		P25		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						34

		P26		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						35

		P27		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0						36

		P28		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P29		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P30		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P31		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P32		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P33		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P34		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P35		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P36		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P37		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P38		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P39		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P40		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P41		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P42		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P43		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P44		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P45		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P46		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P47		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P48		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P49		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P50		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P51		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P52		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P53		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P54		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P55		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P56		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P57		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P58		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P59		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P60		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P61		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P62		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P63		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P64		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P65		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P66		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P67		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P68		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P69		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P70		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P71		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P72		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P73		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P74		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P75		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P76		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P77		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P78		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P79		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P80		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P81		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P82		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P83		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P84		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P85		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P86		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P87		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P88		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P89		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P90		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P91		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P92		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P93		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P94		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P95		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P96		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P98		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P99		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P101		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P102		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P103		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P104		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P105		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P106		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P107		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P108		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P109		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P110		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P111		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P112		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P113		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P114		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P115		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P116		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P118		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P119		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P120		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P121		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P122		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P123		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P124		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P125		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P126		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P127		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P128		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P129		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P130		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P131		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P132		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P133		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P134		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P135		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P136		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P139		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P140		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P142		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P143		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P144		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P145		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P146		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P147		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P148		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P149		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P150		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P151		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P152		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P153		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P155		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P156		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P157		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P158		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P159		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P161		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P169		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P170		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P171		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P172		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P173		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P174		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P175		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P176		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P177		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P178		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P179		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P180		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P181		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P182		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P183		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P184		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P185		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P186		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P187		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P188		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P189		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P190		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P191		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P192		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P193		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P194		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P195		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P196		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P197		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P198		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P199		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P200		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0
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8. Staff (Third)

		ESTIMATED staff needs and costs by partner for Third Countries 

		All figures in Euro



		 								 Staff by category

				Country		Overall total number of working days		Overall 
total staff costs		1. Manager 						2. Researcher, teacher and / or trainer 						3. Technical 						4. Administrative 

										Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category		Number of working days on the project		Cost per day		Total staff cost by category

				Total working days		0				0						0						0						0

				Total staff costs				0						0						0						0						0				0

		P1TC				0		0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P2TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P3TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P4TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P5TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P6TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P7TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P8TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P9TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P10TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P11TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P12TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P13TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P14TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P15TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P16TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P17TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P18TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P19TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P20TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P21TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0

		P22TC				0		0						0.00						0.00						0.00						0.00				0
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9. Travel & subsistence (Third)

		ESTIMATED travel and subsistence costs (only for staff members of Third Country Partners taking part in the project)

				All figures in Euro

																

				Purpose of the journey 		Country of destination		Partner		Work
Package		Number 
of persons 		Number 
of days 		Daily subsistence 
cost per person  		Average price 
return journey		Total costs 

												a		b		c		d		a x [(b x c) + d]

												0		0		TOTAL travel & subsistence costs 				0

		1																		0		

		2																		0		

		3																		0		

		4																		0		

		5																		0		

		6																		0		

		7																		0		

		8																		0		

		9																		0		

		10																		0		

		11																		0		

		12																		0		

		13																		0		

		14																		0		

		15																		0		

		16																		0		

		17																		0		

		18																		0		

		19																		0		

		20																		0		

		21																		0		

		22																		0		

		23																		0		

		24																		0		

		25																		0		

		26																		0		

		27																		0		

		28																		0		

		29																		0		

		30																		0		

		31																		0		

		32																		0		

		33																		0		

		34																		0		

		35																		0		

		36																		0		

		37																		0		

		38																		0		

		39																		0		

		40																		0		

		41																		0		

		42																		0		

		43																		0		

		44																		0		

		45																		0		

		46																		0		

		47																		0		

		48																		0		

		49																		0		

		50																		0		

		51																		0		

		52																		0		

		53																		0		

		54																		0		

		55																		0		

		56																		0		

		57																		0		

		58																		0		

		59																		0		

		60																		0		

		61																		0		

		62																		0		

		63																		0		

		64																		0		

		65																		0		

		66																		0		

		67																		0		

		68																		0		

		69																		0		

		70																		0		

		71																		0		

		72																		0		

		73																		0		

		74																		0		

		75																		0		

		76																		0		

		77																		0		

		78																		0		

		79																		0		

		80																		0		

		81																		0		

		82																		0		

		83																		0		

		84																		0		

		85																		0		

		86																		0		

		87																		0		

		88																		0		

		89																		0		

		90																		0		

		91																		0		

		92																		0		

		93																		0		

		94																		0		

		95																		0		

		96																		0		

		97																		0		

		98																		0		

		99																		0		

		100																		0		

		101																		0		

		102																		0		

		103																		0		

		104																		0		

		105																		0		

		106																		0		

		107																		0		

		108																		0		

		109																		0		

		110																		0		

		111																		0		

		112																		0		

		113																		0		

		114																		0		

		115																		0		

		116																		0		

		117																		0		

		118																		0		

		119																		0		

		120																		0		

		121																		0		

		122																		0		

		123																		0		

		124																		0		

		125																		0		

		126																		0		

		127																		0		

		128																		0		

		129																		0		

		130																		0		

		131																		0		

		132																		0		

		133																		0		

		134																		0		

		135																		0		

		136																		0		

		137																		0		

		138																		0		

		139																		0		

		140																		0		

		141																		0		

		142																		0		

		143																		0		

		144																		0		

		145																		0		

		146																		0		

		147																		0		

		148																		0		

		149																		0		

		150																		0		

		151																		0		

		152																		0		

		153																		0		

		154																		0		

		155																		0		

		156																		0		

		157																		0		

		158																		0		

		159																		0		

		160																		0		

		161																		0		

		162																		0		

		163																		0		

		164																		0		

		165																		0		

		166																		0		

		167																		0		

		168																		0		

		169																		0		

		170																		0		

		171																		0		

		172																		0		

		173																		0		

		174																		0		

		175																		0		

		176																		0		

		177																		0		

		178																		0		

		179																		0		

		180																		0		

		181																		0		

		182																		0		

		183																		0		

		184																		0		

		185																		0		

		186																		0		

		187																		0		

		188																		0		

		189																		0		

		190																		0		

		191																		0		

		192																		0		

		193																		0		

		194																		0		

		195																		0		

		196																		0		

		197																		0		

		198																		0		

		199																		0		

		200																		0		

		201																		0		

		202																		0		

		203																		0		

		204																		0		

		205																		0		

		206																		0		

		207																		0		

		208																		0		

		209																		0		

		210																		0		

		211																		0		

		212																		0		

		213																		0		

		214																		0		

		215																		0		

		216																		0		

		217																		0		

		218																		0		

		219																		0		

		220																		0		

		221																		0		

		222																		0		

		223																		0		

		224																		0		

		225																		0		

		226																		0		

		227																		0		

		228																		0		

		229																		0		

		230																		0		

		231																		0		

		232																		0		

		233																		0		

		234																		0		

		235																		0		

		236																		0		

		237																		0		

		238																		0		

		239																		0		

		240																		0		

		241																		0		

		242																		0		

		243																		0		

		244																		0		

		245																		0		

		246																		0		

		247																		0		

		248																		0		

		249																		0		

		250																		0		

		251																		0		

		252																		0		

		253																		0		

		254																		0		

		255																		0		

		256																		0		

		257																		0		

		258																		0		

		259																		0		

		260																		0		

		261																		0		

		262																		0		

		263																		0		

		264																		0		

		265																		0		

		266																		0		

		267																		0		

		268																		0		

		269																		0		

		270																		0		

		271																		0		

		272																		0		

		273																		0		

		274																		0		

		275																		0		

		276																		0		

		277																		0		

		278																		0		

		279																		0		

		280																		0		

		281																		0		

		282																		0		

		283																		0		

		284																		0		

		285																		0		

		286																		0		

		287																		0		

		288																		0		

		289																		0		

		290																		0		

		291																		0		

		292																		0		

		293																		0		

		294																		0		

		295																		0		

		296																		0		

		297																		0		

		298																		0		

		299																		0		

		300																		0		

		301																		0		

		302																		0		

		303																		0		

		304																		0		

		305																		0		

		306																		0		

		307																		0		

		308																		0		

		309																		0		

		310																		0		

		311																		0		

		312																		0		

		313																		0		

		314																		0		

		315																		0		

		316																		0		

		317																		0		

		318																		0		

		319																		0		

		320																		0		

		321																		0		

		322																		0		

		323																		0		

		324																		0		

		325																		0		

		326																		0		

		327																		0		

		328																		0		

		329																		0		

		330																		0		

		331																		0		

		332																		0		

		333																		0		

		334																		0		

		335																		0		

		336																		0		

		337																		0		

		338																		0		

		339																		0		

		340																		0		

		341																		0		

		342																		0		

		343																		0		

		344																		0		

		345																		0		

		346																		0		

		347																		0		

		348																		0		

		349																		0		

		350																		0		

		351																		0		

		352																		0		

		353																		0		

		354																		0		

		355																		0		

		356																		0		

		357																		0		

		358																		0		

		359																		0		

		360																		0		

		361																		0		

		362																		0		

		363																		0		

		364																		0		

		365																		0		

		366																		0		

		367																		0		

		368																		0		

		369																		0		

		370																		0		

		371																		0		

		372																		0		

		373																		0		

		374																		0		

		375																		0		

		376																		0		

		377																		0		

		378																		0		

		379																		0		

		380																		0		

		381																		0		

		382																		0		

		383																		0		

		384																		0		

		385																		0		

		386																		0		

		387																		0		

		388																		0		

		389																		0		

		390																		0		

		391																		0		

		392																		0		

		393																		0		

		394																		0		

		395																		0		

		396																		0		

		397																		0		

		398																		0		

		399																		0		

		400																		0		

		401																		0		

		402																		0		

		403																		0		

		404																		0		

		405																		0		

		406																		0		

		407																		0		

		408																		0		

		409																		0		

		410																		0		

		411																		0		

		412																		0		

		413																		0		

		414																		0		

		415																		0		

		416																		0		

		417																		0		

		418																		0		

		419																		0		

		420																		0		

		421																		0		

		422																		0		

		423																		0		

		424																		0		

		425																		0		

		426																		0		

		427																		0		

		428																		0		

		429																		0		

		430																		0		

		431																		0		

		432																		0		

		433																		0		

		434																		0		

		435																		0		

		436																		0		

		437																		0		

		438																		0		

		439																		0		

		440																		0		

		441																		0		

		442																		0		

		443																		0		

		444																		0		

		445																		0		

		446																		0		

		447																		0		

		448																		0		

		449																		0		

		450																		0		

		451																		0		

		452																		0		

		453																		0		

		454																		0		

		455																		0		

		456																		0		

		457																		0		

		458																		0		

		459																		0		

		460																		0		

		461																		0		

		462																		0		

		463																		0		

		464																		0		

		465																		0		

		466																		0		

		467																		0		

		468																		0		

		469																		0		

		470																		0		

		471																		0		

		472																		0		

		473																		0		

		474																		0		

		475																		0		

		476																		0		

		477																		0		

		478																		0		

		479																		0		

		480																		0		

		481																		0		

		482																		0		

		483																		0		

		484																		0		

		485																		0		

		486																		0		

		487																		0		

		488																		0		

		489																		0		

		490																		0		

		491																		0		

		492																		0		

		493																		0		

		494																		0		

		495																		0		

		496																		0		

		497																		0		

		498																		0		

		499																		0		

		500																		0		
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10. Other (Third)

		ESTIMATED other costs for Third Country Partners

		All figures in Euro



				Description		Partner		Work Package		Amount

						Total other costs				0

		1										0		

		2										0		

		3										0		

		4										0		

		5										0		

		6										0		

		7										0		

		8										0		

		9										0		

		10										0		

		11										0		

		12										0		

		13										0		

		14										0		

		15										0		

		16										0		

		17										0		

		18										0		

		19										0		

		20										0		

		21										0		

		22										0		

		23										0		

		24										0		

		25										0		

		26										0		

		27										0		

		28										0		

		29										0		

		30										0		

		31										0		

		32										0		

		33										0		

		34										0		

		35										0		

		36										0		

		37										0		

		38										0		

		39										0		

		40										0		

		41										0		

		42										0		

		43										0		

		44										0		

		45										0		

		46										0		

		47										0		

		48										0		

		49										0		

		50										0		

		51										0		

		52										0		

		53										0		

		54										0		

		55										0		

		56										0		

		57										0		

		58										0		

		59										0		

		60										0		

		61										0		

		62										0		

		63										0		

		64										0		

		65										0		

		66										0		

		67										0		

		68										0		

		69										0		

		70										0		

		71										0		

		72										0		

		73										0		

		74										0		

		75										0		

		76										0		

		77										0		

		78										0		

		79										0		

		80										0		

		81										0		

		82										0		

		83										0		

		84										0		

		85										0		

		86										0		

		87										0		

		88										0		

		89										0		

		90										0		

		91										0		

		92										0		

		93										0		

		94										0		

		95										0		

		96										0		

		97										0		

		98										0		

		99										0		

		100										0		
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11.Expenditure & revenue(Third)

		ESTIMATED EXPEND. and REVENUE for Third Country Partners														Project Acronym:												Number of months:

		All figures in Euro														LLP Action:

				

				Costs																Financing

				Direct costs										Indirect costs		Total project
expenditures				EU grant requested from LLP				Partner's 
own 
funding		Other sources				Total project revenues

				A. Staff 
costs		B. Operations						Total direct costs
(A + B)		Total project
indirect costs 
(up to 7%)

						1. Travel
 and subsistence		2. Other		B.Total
operational
costs						Total		%		Grant total (up to 75% and  max. 25.000)		%				Amount		Specification

		%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%				0.00%						0.00%				0.00%		0.00%				100%

		Total		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0				0		0				0

		P1TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P2TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P3TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P4TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P5TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P6TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P7TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P8TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P9TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P10TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P11TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P12TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P13TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P14TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P15TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P16TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P17TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P18TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P19TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P20TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P21TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0

		P22TC		0		0		0		0		0				0		0.00%				0.00%								0
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12. Consolidated budget 

				Consolidated budget (LLP Countries + Third Countries)



						LLP Countries 		Third Countries 		Consolidated figures

		Expenditure		Staff costs		364,162		0		364,162

				Travel & subsistence costs		99,520		0		99,520

				Equipment costs		7,922				7,922

				Subcontracting costs		14,000				14,000

				Other costs		13,020		0		13,020

				Indirect costs		34,902		0		34,902

				Total costs		533,526		0		533,526



		Revenue		EU grant		400,000		0		400,000

				Percentage of funding		74.97%		0.00%

				Partners' own contribution		133,526		0		133,526

				Other sources		0		0		0

				Total financing		533,526		0		533,526
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13. Ceilings

				All figures in Euro (Call 2011)

				Country				STAFF 
costs ceilings								SUBSISTENCE 
ceilings

				Description		Country 
Code		Manager		Researcher
Teacher
Trainer		Technical		Administrative		Daily rate

		LLP Countries		Belgique/Belgie - BE		BE		380		325		263		205		232

				Bulgaria- BG		BG		84		75		58		39		227

				Ceska Republika - CZ		CZ		138		138		100		72		230

				Danmark - DK		DK		497		425		346		271		270

				Deutschland - DE		DE		356		309		248		191		208

				Eesti - EE		EE		102		94		66		46		181

				Ellas - EL		EL		280		239		196		152		222

				Espana -ES		ES		287		258		198		139		212

				France - FR		FR		423		358		234		179		245

				Ireland - IE		IE		386		336		280		205		254

				Italia - IT		IT		568		332		225		187		230

				Kypros - CY		CY		335		294		182		124		238

				Latvija - LV		LV		101		82		65		44		211

				Lithuania - LT		LT		90		77		59		41		183

				Luxembourg - LU		LU		508		436		353		275		237

				Magyarorszag - HU		HU		123		108		81		46		222

				Malta - MT		MT		136		123		96		68		205

				Nederland - NL		NL		388		339		269		211		263

				Oesterreich - AT		AT		420		324		241		199		225

				Polska - PL		PL		130		107		83		61		217

				Portugal - PT		PT		182		160		118		78		204

				Rumania- RO		RO		155		119		93		59		222

				Slovenija -SI		SI		252		227		183		115		180

				Slovensko -SK		SK		151		122		108		88		205

				Suomi - FI		FI		374		268		221		185		244

				Sverige - SE		SE		443		379		312		240		257

				United Kingdom - UK		GB		412		389		273		197		276

				Island - IS		IS		460		419		361		232		245

				Liechtenstein - LI		LI		414		339		263		208		175

				Norge - NO		NO		529		459		375		283		220

				Turkey - TR		TR		176		112		74		47		220

				Croatia - HR		HR		266		240		193		121		222

				Switzerland - CH		CH		392		322		249		198		254

		Overseas Countries and Territories		AN Bonaire		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				AN Curaçao		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				AN Saba		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				AN Saint Eustatius		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				AN Saint Martin		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				Anguilla 		AI		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Aruba 		AW		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				British Indian Ocean Territory 		IO		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Cayman Islands 		KY		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Falkland Islands (Malvinas)		FK		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				French Polynesia 		PF		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				French Southern and Antartic Territories		TF		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				Greenland 		GL		497		425		346		271		270		DK

				Mayotte 		YT		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				Montserrat 		MS		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Netherlands Antilles		AN		388		339		269		211		263		NL

				New Caledonia 		NC		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				Pitcairn		PN		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Saint Helena, Ascension Island, Tristan da Cunha 		SH		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				British Antartic Territories		BAT		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Saint Pierre And Miquelon 		PM		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				South Georgia And The South Sandwich Islands		GS		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Turks And Caicos Islands 		TC		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Virgin Islands, British		VG		412		389		273		197		276		GB

				Wallis And Futuna		WF		423		358		234		179		245		FR

				Afghanistan		AF		450		300		250		125		229

				Albania		AL		450		300		250		125		257

		Third		Algeria		DZ		450		300		250		125		315

		Countries		American Samoa		AS		450		300		250		125		107

				Angola		AO		450		300		250		125		370

				Antigua And Barbuda		AG		450		300		250		125		210

				Argentina		AR		450		300		250		125		259

				Armenia		AM		450		300		250		125		140

				Australia		AU		450		300		250		125		243

				Azerbaijan		AZ		450		300		250		125		299

				Bahamas		BS		450		300		250		125		225

				Bahrain		BH		450		300		250		125		262

				Bangladesh		BD		450		300		250		125		187

				Barbados		BB		450		300		250		125		262

				Belarus		BY		450		300		250		125		209

				Belize		BZ		450		300		250		125		201

				Benin		BJ		450		300		250		125		188

				Bhutan		BT		450		300		250		125		116

				Bolivia, Plurinational State Of		BO		450		300		250		125		125

				Bosnia And Herzegovina		BA		450		300		250		125		175

				Botswana		BW		450		300		250		125		171

				Brazil		BR		450		300		250		125		187

				Brunei Darussalam		BN		450		300		250		125		180

				Burkina Faso		BF		450		300		250		125		162

				Burundi		BI		450		300		250		125		171

				Cambodia		KH		450		300		250		125		112

				Cameroon		CM		450		300		250		125		226

				Canada		CA		450		300		250		125		269

				Cape Verde		CV		450		300		250		125		196

				Central African Republic		CF		450		300		250		125		116

				Chad		TD		450		300		250		125		259

				Chile		CL		450		300		250		125		189

				China		CN		450		300		250		125		198

				Colombia		CO		450		300		250		125		219

		Third		Comoros		KM		450		300		250		125		157

		Countries		Congo		CG		450		300		250		125		222

				Congo, The Democratic Republic Of The		CD		450		300		250		125		316

				Cook Islands		CK		450		300		250		125		226

				Costa Rica		CR		450		300		250		125		189

				Côte D'ivoire		CI		450		300		250		125		273

				Cuba		CU		450		300		250		125		155

				Djibouti		DJ		450		300		250		125		175

				Dominica		DM		450		300		250		125		212

				Dominican Republic		DO		450		300		250		125		185

				Ecuador		EC		450		300		250		125		162

				Egypt		EG		450		300		250		125		209

				El Salvador		SV		450		300		250		125		174

				Equatorial Guinea		GQ		450		300		250		125		212

				Eritrea		ER		450		300		250		125		170

				Ethiopia		ET		450		300		250		125		278

				Fiji		FJ		450		300		250		125		96

				Gabon		GA		450		300		250		125		205

				Gambia		GM		450		300		250		125		184

				Georgia		GE		450		300		250		125		247

				Ghana		GH		450		300		250		125		259

				Grenada		GD		450		300		250		125		200

				Guam		GU		450		300		250		125		258

				Guatemala		GT		450		300		250		125		160

				Guinea		GN		450		300		250		125		193

				Guinea-Bissau		GW		450		300		250		125		193

				Guyana		GY		450		300		250		125		168

				Haiti		HT		450		300		250		125		200

				Honduras		HN		450		300		250		125		154

				Hong Kong		HK		450		300		250		125		321

				India		IN		450		300		250		125		296

		Third		Indonesia		ID		450		300		250		125		119

		Countries		Iran, Islamic Republic Of		IR		450		300		250		125		196

				Iraq		IQ		450		300		250		125		293

				Israel		IL		450		300		250		125		333

				Jamaica		JM		450		300		250		125		161

				Japan		JP		450		300		250		125		286

				Jordan		JO		450		300		250		125		193

				Kazakhstan		KZ		450		300		250		125		266

				Kenya		KE		450		300		250		125		230

				Kiribati		KI		450		300		250		125		208

				Korea, Democratic People's Republic Of		KP		450		300		250		125		171

				Korea, Republic Of		KR		450		300		250		125		228

				Kuwait		KW		450		300		250		125		293

				Kyrgyzstan		KG		450		300		250		125		316

				Lao People's Democratic Republic		LA		450		300		250		125		157

				Lebanon		LB		450		300		250		125		230

				Lesotho		LS		450		300		250		125		175

				Liberia		LR		450		300		250		125		190

				Libyan Arab Jamahiriya		LY		450		300		250		125		172

				Macao		MO		450		300		250		125		192

				Macedonia, The Former Yugoslav Republic Of		MK		450		300		250		125		157

				Madagascar		MG		450		300		250		125		207

				Malawi		MW		450		300		250		125		193

				Malaysia		MY		450		300		250		125		175

				Maldives		MV		450		300		250		125		219

				Mali		ML		450		300		250		125		243

				Marshall Islands		MH		450		300		250		125		166

				Mauritania		MR		450		300		250		125		177

				Mauritius		MU		450		300		250		125		188

				Mexico		MX		450		300		250		125		253

				Micronesia, Federated States Of		FM		450		300		250		125		165

				Moldova, Republic Of		MD		450		300		250		125		160

				Monaco		MC		450		300		250		125		288

				Mongolia		MN		450		300		250		125		128

				Montenegro		ME		450		300		250		125		161

		Third		Morocco		MA		450		300		250		125		200

		Countries		Mozambique		MZ		450		300		250		125		144

				Myanmar		MM		450		300		250		125		80

				Namibia		NA		450		300		250		125		125

				Nauru		NR		450		300		250		125		155

				Nepal		NP		450		300		250		125		116

				New Zealand		NZ		450		300		250		125		219

				Nicaragua		NI		450		300		250		125		150

				Niger		NE		450		300		250		125		182

				Nigeria		NG		450		300		250		125		250

				Niue		NU		450		300		250		125		175

				Oman		OM		450		300		250		125		245

				Pakistan		PK		450		300		250		125		264

				Palau		PW		450		300		250		125		191

				Palestinian Territory, Occupied		PS		450		300		250		125		159

				Panama		PA		450		300		250		125		187

				Papua New Guinea		PG		450		300		250		125		273

				Paraguay		PY		450		300		250		125		165

				Peru		PE		450		300		250		125		192

				Philippines		PH		450		300		250		125		176

				Puerto Rico		PR		450		300		250		125		299

				Qatar		QA		450		300		250		125		308

				Russian Federation		RU		450		300		250		125		389

				Rwanda		RW		450		300		250		125		246

				Saint Kitts And Nevis		KN		450		300		250		125		191

				Saint Lucia		LC		450		300		250		125		230

				Saint Vincent And The Grenadines		VC		450		300		250		125		191

				Samoa		WS		450		300		250		125		175

				Sao Tome And Principe		ST		450		300		250		125		177

				Saudi Arabia		SA		450		300		250		125		278

				Senegal		SN		450		300		250		125		210

				Serbia		RS		450		300		250		125		307

				Seychelles		SC		450		300		250		125		266

		Third		Sierra Leone		SL		450		300		250		125		143

		Countries		Singapore		SG		450		300		250		125		333

				Solomon Islands		SB		450		300		250		125		166

				Somalia		SO		450		300		250		125		66

				South Africa		ZA		450		300		250		125		207

				Sri Lanka		LK		450		300		250		125		112

				Sudan		SD		450		300		250		125		219

				Suriname		SR		450		300		250		125		157

				Swaziland		SZ		450		300		250		125		174

				Syrian Arab Republic		SY		450		300		250		125		275

				Tajikistan		TJ		450		300		250		125		148

				Tanzania, United Republic Of		TZ		450		300		250		125		221

				Thailand		TH		450		300		250		125		184

				Timor-Leste		TL		450		300		250		125		121

				Togo		TG		450		300		250		125		198

				Tokelau		TK		450		300		250		125		84

				Tonga		TO		450		300		250		125		157

				Trinidad And Tobago		TT		450		300		250		125		259

				Tunisia		TN		450		300		250		125		151

				Turkmenistan		TM		450		300		250		125		105

				Tuvalu		TV		450		300		250		125		106

				Uganda		UG		450		300		250		125		217

				Ukraine		UA		450		300		250		125		380

				United Arab Emirates		AE		450		300		250		125		369

				United States		US		450		300		250		125		298

				Uruguay		UY		450		300		250		125		188

				Uzbekistan		UZ		450		300		250		125		148

				Vanuatu		VU		450		300		250		125		202

				Venezuela, Bolivarian Republic Of		VE		450		300		250		125		383

				Viet Nam		VN		450		300		250		125		127

		Third		Virgin Islands, U.S.		VI		450		300		250		125		266

		Countries		Yemen		YE		450		300		250		125		162

				Zambia		ZM		450		300		250		125		240

				Zimbabwe		ZW		450		300		250		125		135





































































































































































































































13. Ceilings for Staff costs and Travel & subsistence costs for LLP countries and Third countries	


13. Ceilings for Staff costs and Travel & subsistence costs for LLP countries and Third countries	
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14. Actions

		Maximum grant per action according to the project duration

		For minimum and maximum duration per action, please refer to the LLP Guide 2011 Part II b - Explanations by Action



				1 to 12 months		> 12 to 24 months		> 24 to 36 months

		Comenius Multilateral Projects 		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Comenius Multilateral Networks 		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Comenius Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Erasmus Multilateral Projects		300,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Erasmus Multilateral Networks 		600,000.00		600,000.00		600,000.00

		Erasmus Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Multilateral Projects for Development of Innovation 		200,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Multilateral Networks 		200,000.00		400,000.00		600,000.00

		Leonardo da Vinci Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Grundtvig Multilateral Projects 		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00

		Grundtvig Multilateral Networks 		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Grundtvig Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Key Activity 1 Studies and Comparative Research		250,000.00		500,000.00		500,000.00

		Key Activity 1 Multilateral Networks 		400,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Multilateral Projects		200,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Multilateral Networks		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Key Activity 2 Accompanying Measures		150,000.00		150,000.00		150,000.00

		Key Activity 3 Multilateral Projects		200,000.00		400,000.00		400,000.00

		Key Activity 3 Multilateral Networks 		150,000.00		300,000.00		450,000.00

		Key Activity 4 Multilateral Projects		150,000.00		300,000.00		300,000.00













14. Maximum grant per action according to duration	


14. Maximum grant per action according to duration	


14. Maximum grant per action according to duration	
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Lifelong Learning Programme

Lifelong Learning Programme Application Form

2011 Call for proposals

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

(To be attached to the eForm)

PART C. Organisations and activities


This part must be completed separately by each organisation participating in the project (applicant and partners). 

Partner number - P 1 

		Organisation name 

		SDE College (SDE)





C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).

		SDE is one of the largest technical colleges in Denmark. The college has 5,000 FTE students and the number of staff is about 830. The college consists of a vocational school, a senior high school and an academy of higher education. The vocational school covers nine branches (production, ICT, transport, logistics, construction, media, health, service and service industry). 


The students of the VET‐school have a diverse cultural and educational background due to an allocation of different nationalities, ethnic minorities, different cultures, in the area.


SDE has done a lot in order to integrate students with different backgrounds into vocational education e.g. mentor arrangements, flexible training models, cooperation with other schools, parents, enterprises and social partners. Further, the college has carried out comprehensive competence development of teachers and managers.


Since 1992, the college has participated in a large number of national and international projects as partner and in many cases as coordinator.


SDE will coordinate the project and is responsible for the instructional videos, dissemination of results outside the partnership, overall dissemination, website, promotion material, compiling and editing newsletters, brochures, graphical layout, running the pilot courses in Denmark, running online courses through WebHeads, and testing outputs with students.


SDE has an international department, which is responsible for running the economical management of projects. In the proposed project the department manager Ole Bech Kristensen will be in charge of the project financial management checking documentation and eligibility of occurred costs from the project partnership. The department will set up a dedicated project account system within the SDE administration so all cost types can easily be retrieved, documented, and monitored.


SDE will exploit key technical development competencies of computing and teaching staff in the college for assisting SMO, the Scottish partner with the software development


SDE teacher trainers experienced in action learning principles and computer assisted language learning will together with our associated partner NCE (Nationalt Center for Erhvervspædagogik) offer courses across Denmark on how to use the project outputs in a CLIL context with participants from VET colleges, but also from language centres (immigrant and refugee courses). 


Together with UCL (University College Lillebaelt) we will run courses for teacher students, and in-service course for teachers from Grundvig and Comenius sectors.


We will in cooperation with EUC-Lillebaelt run VET teacher courses covering Funen, Southern- and Middle Jutland.


SDE will through our network ensure national dissemination of the project results and findings and will make use of our international dissemination networks, e.g. EfVET and EuroCall.





C.2 Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Ole Bech Kristensen

		Head of Department. Mr Kristensen has 33 years experience as teacher and manager from the Danish VET‐system. Further, Mr Kristensen has a comprehensive experience from a large number of international projects and working with different cultures and educational systems. Mr. Kristensen has a diploma in educational studies, a diploma in social studies, a bachelor degree in economics and a master degree in educational management.



		Kent Andersen

		Computer Assisted Language Learning Pioneer since 1982. Published several software applications in the 80ies and 90ies through main stream publishers (Gyldendal and EFS), since 2000 all his applications have been “open source” and CopyLeft. He was awarded the “European Label” 1999 for a CLIL project named the “Web Page Task”.


KA is Eurocall national rep in Denmark. His SDE functions are: Teacher coach, language teacher, software programmer, webmaster, exam coordinator, and project coordinator. He was the coordinator of the LdV project pools-t



		Søren Jørgensen

		Teacher of Danish and English in the ICT and multimedia department where he works with language teaching using CLIL methodology in the ICT department.



		Lone Olsen

		Teacher coach, student councillor, and teacher of English and German in the iron and metal crafts department, work with language teaching using CLIL methodology in the auto mechanics department. Lone is the coordinator of a language teaching methodology project pools-m (A Leonardo da Vinci Transfer of Innovation project).



		Cecilia Leboeuf

		Cecilia’s background is multicultural (French, Swedish, Irish, and Danish). She has lived in several countries throughout her life. She is very well aware of how language and culture are linked together and how easy it is to learn a new language when one is immersed in it, and how boring it can be to just sit with a book. Cecilia is currently teaching English, Danish, and Swedish.





Partner number - P 2

		Organisation name 

		University of Southern Denmark (SDU)





C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).

		University of Southern Denmark (SDU) is an institution of higher research and education with more than 20,000 students and approximately 4,000 employees. It has five academic faculties, offers teaching and research at 6 campuses and is cooperation partner for both public and private businesses and organisations for providing qualified labour.

The Faculty of Humanities is the largest faculty at the SDU with more than 640 full- and part time staff and more than 5.000 students on roll. As a part of its teaching portfolio, the faculty offers three joint degrees in Arabic, combined with business administration, communication studies and intercultural pedagogy, respectively. After graduation the students of Arabic have a wide number of options for continuing their studies at the masters level, be it in the field of their specialization or new programs such as e.g. Middle Eastern Studies.

The number of students of Arabic at the SDU has risen considerably since 1999-2000, and today Arabic is one of the major foreign languages taught at the university, next only to English. The Arabic programs attract students with a very diverse cultural background: roughly, one third of them are Danes, one third are of Arab descend and one third are of various immigrant background, such as Turkish, Pakistani, American or Scandinavian origin. The diverse student body is due, among other things, to the communicative profile of the programs, which focuses on proficiency skills and contemporary Arab societies, and thus corresponds closely to the demand of the labor market. 

The teaching of Arabic lacks far behind other foreign or second languages when it comes to language tools such as dictionaries, encyclopedias or even basis language teaching material, be it in print or digitalized. Therefore, it will be most useful to adapt the proposed tools of the project to the field of Arabic.


The Arabic staff at SDU will test the tools developed by the project, and once they are operative, integrate them  into the pedagogical approach of teaching and learning communicative Arabic, not only at the SDU, but also to a range of Scandinavian and European universities, as described in the list of associated partners. This includes dissemination of produced information material to the Arabic profession in general, presenting the tools and the pedagogical approach at a number of workshops, and writing articles in relevant journals and newsletters. 

SDU has participated in more than 100 EU-projects over the last years and has therefore an extensive experience in implementing and administration of such projects. Each international project is given a specific account number so all expenses are stored under that account and can easily be retrieved for documentation and reporting. The person in charge of running the economical management of the project at SDU will be Mrs. Kirsten Dige Larsen at the Institute for History and Civilizations.





C.2 Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Helle Lykke Nielsen




		Associate professor, Ph.D. and the person in charge of the Arabic programs at the USD (1992-). Her research focuses on the acquisition of Arabic as a foreign/second language and computer assisted language learning, from a theoretical as well as an applied perspective. She has participated in several projects to develop CALL –material in Arabic, such as the Visual Interactive Syntax Learning and an Arabic web-cafe. In addition to her research and coordination tasks, she also teaches courses in Arabic proficiency at various levels. She is the vice-president of the external examiners in Arabic and Turkish at university level in Denmark and an accredited commission member to the Danish Ministry of Education for developing written high school exams in Arabic. 






		Nadim Mahmud

		Teacher of Arabic and developer of language learning materials for advanced students of Arabic (2003-). He teaches courses of cross cultural communication, negotiation techniques and Arabic proficiency at various levels. He has a degree in Teaching Arabic as a Foreign Language as well an MA in Statistics from Cairo University.






		Saliha Fettah

		Teacher of Arabic and Turkish at SDU and at the Adult Education Center in Odense (2004-). She has a BA in Education and an MA in Middle East Studies as well as a diploma in Arabic from Mustansariyya University in Iraq. 






		Jalal  El-Derbas

		Ph.D. student at the SDU in “Bilingualism from a user-based perspective”, funded by the Danish Council for Independent Research (2010-2012). He teaches courses in Arabic proficiency at various levels.





		Maria Lynge

		Teacher of Arabic at a local community school in Odense and currently a graduate student of Arabic at the SDU.






		Maria Kyung Overgaard




		E-learning coordinator at the Faculty of Humanities with expertise in testing software and plug-in modules to ensure compatibility with the SDU’s e-learning platform (Blackboard). She has an MA in Greek and Latin with a minor in Arabic.






		

		





Partner number - P 3

		Organisation name 

		Universidad Politécnica de Valencia





C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).

		UPV is one of the 4 technical universities in Spain and offers degrees in all branches of Engineering, Architecture, Agriculture, Computer Science, Business Management, etc. as well as Fine Arts. UPV is composed of 15 Faculties covering 41 degrees with over 37.000 registered students, and 44 departments with approximately 2500 members of teaching staff. It has a body of 1500 staff members in administration and services. The project will be ascribed to the Department of Applied Linguistics to which the staff members participating in this project belong. The Department is composed of 101 members of teaching staff covering 7 modern languages (English, Spanish as a Foreign Language, German, French, Catalan, Italian, Chinese) that are taught at all 15 faculties. It has its own dedicated CALL multimedia labs. with over 100 networked computers as well as an audiovisuals room to watch over 1000 available DVDs and videos. The Department also has a Master’s Degree and Doctorate Programme, “Languages and Technology”, comprising a range of 20 subjects dealing with various fields in the area of Applied Linguistics, including CALL. The CAMILLE Research Group*, led by Prof. Ana Gimeno, which has 18 years’ experience in CALL research, development and practice, will provide its expertise in ICT and language learning. Additionally, as Dr. Gimeno is currently President of the European Association for Computer-Assisted Language Learning (EUROCALL) http://www.eurocall-languages.org, this professional association will provide channels to disseminate the project outcomes amongst its membership and beyond. The project outcomes will also be advertised and disseminated through the EURODIS website (http://camillegroup.upv.es/eurodis/), a website that has been created specifically to disseminate ICT-based KA2 – Languages projects. As Ana Gimeno is also editor-in-chief of EUROCALL’s peer-reviewed online journal, The EUROCALL Review, the project and its outcomes will be widely advertised and announced via the journal, as well as through the EUROCALL website and discussion list.

Financially, UPV’s share will be managed by the University’s Innovation, Research and Technology Transfer Support Centre. A dedicated Cost Centre will be established to receive and administer the project funds. Expenditure from the Cost Centre will be supervised by UPV’s Central Finance Department.

*CAMILLE stands for Computer-Assisted Multimedia Interactive Language Learning Environment





C.2 Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Ana Gimeno

		Ana Gimeno is Professor of English at the Department of Applied Linguistics, Universidad Politécnica de Valencia (UPV), Spain and Head of the CAMILLE Research Group (http://camilleweb.upv.es/camille). She has published a number of research papers on language learning and teaching, mainly in the fields of English for Specific Purposes (ESP), Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) and Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL). She is the author of CALL Software Design and Implementation: the template approach in 2002 (Valencia: Editorial UPV), and is co-author of 5 textbooks for learners of English for engineering purposes. She has been UPV’s Project Manager for several funded multimedia CALL research and development projects which have led to the publication of a dozen language courses on CD-ROM and on the Internet. She is Project Manager of Proyecto InGenio, funded by UPV, and has created an on-line dedicated CALL authoring tool and content manager to enable the publication of interactive courseware for foreign language learning on the web. With this tool she has published Intermediate Online English, a course which is delivered through the InGenio learning environment and which is widely used by learners from around the world. She is currently President of the European Association for Computer Assisted Language Learning (EUROCALL). Additionally, she runs the University’s English Theatre Group (Aula de Teatro en Inglés http://teatro.webs.upv.es/).



		Jose Macario de Siqueira

		Jose Macario de Siqueira Rocha graduated in Computer Engineering from the University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil, in 2003 and is currently completing his doctoral thesis at the Department of Applied Linguistics (UPV) within the "Languages & Technology" PhD programme. He was awarded the Diploma in Advanced Studies in 2007 and has a work contract with the CAMILLE Research Group, led by Dr Ana Gimeno, to work on the InGenio CALL-dedicated authoring system. Mr Siquerira has also participated in the EU-funded CALL@C&S project (2004-2007), which aimed to design and deliver online beginners and elementary level courses for learners of Czech and Slovak using the InGenio e-learning environment.



		Antonio Martínez

		PhD student, under the supervision of Dr. Gimeno, conducting research in CALL holding a research grant awarded by the regional government of Valencia. Member of the CAMILLE Research Group.



		Ana Sevilla

		PhD student, under the supervision of Dr. Gimeno, conducting research in CALL holding a research grant awarded by the regional government of Valencia. Member of the CAMILLE Research Group.



		Rafael Seiz

		Rafael Seiz, PhD, is the EUROCALL Regional Representative for Spain and the Spanish-speaking community. He has ample experience in organising CALL-related events, he has participated in the CALL@C&S Lingua-funded project coordinated by UPV and is an expert in evaluation of web-based language learning materials and resources. He has published numerous articles on CALL, as well as: Análisis metodológico de cursos y recursos para el aprendizaje de inglés como secunda lengua a través de la World Wide Web, Valencia: Editorial UPV (2006). Dr. Seiz was a member of the EUROCALL 2009 organising committee.





Partner number - P 4

		Organisation name 

		Marijampole VET centre  (MPRC)





C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).

		Marijampole VET Centre is the biggest vocational institution in the South of Lithuania, taking in all 5 Municipalities of the region. The centre was made after joining up five independent Vocational Training schools, which nowadays function as five departments, preparing specialists of different kinds. They vary from secretaries, florists, cooks, waiters, bartenders, dressmakers in Services Department to specialists in the field of construction, metal mechanization, vehicle fitting and etc.  The main activity of the centre is vocational education and training of young people, but we are involved in adult (or unemployed) training and re-training as well. Marijampole VET Centre has a Department in prison, where it is involved in training people who are serving their sentence. At present there are more than 2000 students whose age varies from 15 to 20.  The teaching staff consists of 200 persons, which are profession teachers and general subjects’ teachers. In December 2006 after the accreditation procedure, Marijampole VET Centre was given the status of gymnasium. 28 professional teaching programs are run at VET centre. Marijampole VET Centre is constantly involved in activities concerning raising literacy of our students. The Centre is specifically interested in high level of language knowledge for students, because this is needed for their placement abroad. Marijampole VET Centre is a member of the EfVET and is part of many EU networks. During ten years of existing Centre participated in 35 international projects.


MPRC has Development Department, which is responsible for EU funded projects. It has been involved in several projects under LLP label each year and has good experience in managing both- content and financial part. Rasa Zygmantaite, who is Head of this Department will a member of staff in this application. The department cooperates very closely to the Accountancy office of MPRC, which is experienced in dealing with the financial requirements of international projects. The project “Stop the War on the Roads”, implemented by MPRC Development Department, won the Quality Award 2008 by Lithuanian Leonardo da Vinci National Agency and was presented in Leonardo da Vinci 15th Anniversary conference in Brussels in November 2010.


All inner orders and work agreements are run by the Personnel office of MPRC, all work hours are calculated by a specially appointed accountant, which is responsible for wages calculation (Mrs. Lilija Gumauskiene).


The staff of Development Department is competent in language teaching, management and IT, and they are part of the foreseen staff of the project. Jolita Lepsiene, a teacher/expert of the English language as well as other teachers will be actively involved in updating as well as testing the methods.


In this project in-service courses will be offered by Lithuanian partners to teachers of MPRC and to Marijampole English Teachers’ Methodology Council. The material will be disseminated to our associated project partners and networks in Lithuania: LIPRIA (Lithuanian Association of Innovative Schools, 75 schools); Marijampole College Pedagogical Department, which educates English language teachers for secondary schools; The Language Teachers' section of Department of Education of Marijampole and Marijampole English Teachers’ Methodology Council. The material will be presented in its Monthly meetings, participation in various seminars, etc.





C.2 Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Rasa Zygmantaitė

		Rasa Zygmantaite is Head of the Development Department and coordinator of the Lithuanian team in the project. Education: Master in Psychology and the English language, Master of Company Management and administration (Kaunas Vytautas Magnus University). Member of the Executive and Steering Committees of the EfVET. 


Work and experience in EU-projects since 2000: Application, management, coordination of projects funded by Leonardo da Vinci, Socrates, DG Education and Culture, DG COMM.



		Jolita Lepšienė

		Jolita Lepsiene, teacher-expert of English in Marijampole VET Centre. Bachelor in social sciences, work experience 10 years. Experience in EU projects: Comenius 3 network”E-CONS”, DG Education and Culture project”Starting at 25: enlargement is for us all”; experience in work with students and organizing language club activities. Active participation in Leonardo da Vinci transfer of innovations projects “The Good School”, POOLS-m, workshops to the English teachers of Marijampole region.



		Edita Valinčė

		Edita Valince is International project coordinator at Marijampolė VET centre. Master in Management and business administration (Kaunas Vytautas Magnus University). Besides, she has has the qualifications of financier, accountant and economist, IT competences.


Work experience in EU-projects, she is involved in Leonardo de Vinci Transfer of Innovation projects, partnerships and mobility projects.



		Lilija Zableckienė

		Lilija Zableckiene is International project manager at Marijampole. Master in Philology and the English language (Vilnius State University).


Work experience: Public relations, journalists skills. Experience in EU-projects, she is involved in Leonardo de Vinci Transfer of Innovation projects, partnerships and mobility projects.





Partner number - P 5 [P1 – Pn]

		Organisation name 

		European Association for Computer-Assisted language Learning (EUROCALL)





C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  


Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).


		EUROCALL (http://www.eurocall-languages.org) is a professional association that was formally established and launched in 1993 with the support of the European Commission. In September that year, EUROCALL gathered CALL practitioners, developers, and researchers from over 30 countries at its first international conference, which was hosted by the University of Hull in the UK.


Since 1993, EUROCALL has become a well-established leading organisation whose main aims are primarily to aid in advancing education by promoting the use of foreign languages within Europe and by providing a European focus for the promulgation of innovative research, development and practice in the area of computer-assisted language learning, and technology-enhanced language learning in education. EUROCALL is highly committed to facilitating knowledge transfer through special interest meetings, annual conferences and staff mobility arrangements, as well as disseminating theoretical and practical findings through its two publications, The EUROCALL Review and the ReCALL Journal -published three times yearly by Cambridge University Press. Over 300 academic articles have seen the light in the existing 23 volumes.

Since its launch in 1993, EUROCALL has organised 18 conferences in 15 different countries throughout Europe; from France to Hungary, and from Finland to Spain. The conferences have attracted a regular core of participants normally ranging between 300 and 350. Our membership, which has steadily grown, is comprised of individuals and institutions from 35 different countries from the five continents. The diversity of languages and cultures represented within EUROCALL contribute towards its true assets, i.e. richness in scope, international co-operation and belief in progress and advancement. EUROCALL is therefore an excellent means of channelling synergies leading towards setting up joint ventures.


EUROCALL is run by its 11-member Executive Committee although its membership contributes to the association’s policy and business through its Annual General Meeting.

EUROCALL’s role in this project will fundamentally be related to dissemination activities both for the project, as well as its outcomes. The funding received will be managed from the association’s headquarters at the University of Ulster (Coleraine, Northern Ireland). EUROCALL’s accounts are audited each year by an external auditor.





C.2 Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.


		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Ana Gimeno

		President of EUROCALL (elected in 2005 and re-elected in 2008)

As well as being President of EUROCALL, Ana Gimeno is editor of EUROCALL’s online journal, The EUROCALL Review, which is published twice a year. She has also set-up the Spanish version of the EUROCALL website to serve the Spanish speaking CALL community around the world. Ana Gimeno has organised 2 EUROCALL conferences, the first one in Valencia in 1995 and the other in 2009 in Gandia, both hosted by the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia. Additionally, she has been project coordinator for the EURODIS project (159773-2009-LLP-ES-KA2-KA2AM) whose aim was to create a website to disseminate EU-funded CALL-related projects (http://camillegroup.upv.es/eurodis/).



		Françoise Blin

		Vice-president of EUROCALL (elected in 2005 and re-elected in 2008) and co-editor of the EUROCALL journal, ReCALL, an international journal published by Cambridge University Press. Françoise Blin has organised the EUROCALL 1997 conference in Dublin and numerous CALL workshops and training events at home and abroad. In particular, she has regularly organised and facilitated EUROCALL pre-conference workshops on publishing CALL research. Recently, she has co-edited WorldCALL: International Perspectives on Computer-Assisted Language Learning, published by Routledge in 2011. She is currently a partner in the SpeakApps project (511552-LLP-1-2010-1-ES-KA2-KA2MP), whose aim is to develop an online platform that provides a holistic solution for improving speaking skills in foreign languages.



		John Gillespie

		Treasurer of EUROCALL (appointed 2010) Prof. Gillespie is Head of the School of Languages, Literatures and Cultures (University of Ulster, Coleraine, Northern Ireland) where the EUROCALL Headquarters are currently located. He is a member of the University’s Arts and Humanities Research Institute and has published a number of articles on CALL, including: “Creating a Computer-Based Language Learning Environment” in ReCALL, 15(1), CUP, 2003, pp. 68-78, together with David Barr; and “Mastering Multimedia: Teaching Languages Through Technology” in ReCALL, 20(2), CUP, 2008, pp. 121-123.



		Peppi Taalas

		EUROCALL Executive Committee member (elected in 2005 and re-elected in 2008) and co-ordinator of the EUROCALL annual conference Virtual Strand. Peppi Taalas is currently Director of the Language Centre at the University of Jyväskylä (Finland). She organised the 2002 EUROCALL conference in Finland and serves as national representative having set up the national website (http://www.solki.jyu.fi/eurocall/). She also serves on the ReCALL Journal Academic Advisory Panel (Cambridge University Press).



		Toni Patton

		Secretary General of EUROCALL (appointed 2010)

Ms Patton co-ordinates the organisation's activities, ensures that the decisions of the Executive Committee and the AGM are translated into action, and liaises with past, current and future conference organisers.  Ms Patton also handles all membership enquiries and subscriptions.





Partner number -P 6

		Organisation name 

		Sabhal Mòr Ostaig (SMO)





C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.


Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation(limit 4000 characters).

		Sabhal Mòr Ostaig (www.smo.uhi.ac.uk) is a cross-sectoral educational and cultural institution with a specific remit for Scottish Gaelic. It offers a range of Further Education courses and summer schools, and supports uncertificated Gaelic learning opportunities at community level. As Scotland's Gaelic College it is the main provider of distance learning courses and materials to students across the world.  Although Skye-based it works with partners to support Gaelic and community development in other locations, including technical and applied linguistic expertise to aid Cothrom's (www.cothrom.net) bilingual training programme in the Uists. In partnership with the University of the Highlands and Islands (www.uhi.ac.uk), it also delivers Higher Education programmes at undergraduate and postgraduate level.


The college has a record of successful participation in European partnership projects, having worked alongside SDE in the POOLS and POOLS-T projects in which precursor methods, materials, and software programs were developed and trialled, winning a 2007 European Award for Languages and a 2009 Award for Innovation and Creativity in Lifelong Learning. 


The main responsibility of the college in this project is software development, utilising the expertise of Caoimhín Ó Donnaíle (SMO expert on PHP and JavaScript programming, and original developer of the online Wordlink and Multidict tools). In addition the college will integrate the project outcomes in its programme of community partnership with a local training provider (Cothrom) and community newspaper (Am Pàipear – www.ampaipear.org), building on its award-winning Island Voices project (http://guthan.wordpress.com).


Administratively, the project will be placed within the college’s Department of Teaching, Learning, and Quality Improvement and overseen by the Head of Department, with the college’s Finance Department taking responsibility for financial reporting. A dedicated Cost Centre will be established to receive and administer SMO's share of the project funds. Expenditure from the Cost Centre will be clearly documented through the college's Prior Approval System. The college publishes monthly summary accounts for all Cost Centres which are signed by the designated budget holder.







C.2Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Caoimhín Ó Donnaíle

		Software and website developer.  Teaches computing through Gaelic at SMO.  Developer of the Wordlink and Multidict tools in the POOLS-T project.  Developer  of most of the Gaelic language language information pages and tools on the SMO website, including the Stòr-dàta Briathrachais (Gaelic terminology database supported by English thesaurus), Briathrachan Beag (Gaelic dictionary), In Dúil Bélrai (Old Irish dictionary and webform database), and much more.  PhD Cambridge 1981.  See also the Wordlink/Multdict development log:


http://www.smo.uhi.ac.uk/~caoimhin/obair/pools-t/twitter.html#bonn

and a list showing involvement in projects and organisations:


http://www.smo.uhi.ac.uk/~caoimhin/obair/



		Gordon Wells

		Projects Officer. Co-ordinator for the Leonardo POOLS project, and SMO co-ordinator for POOLS-T and POOLS-2. Qualified language teacher with MSc in Applied Linguistics (Edinburgh). Recent work has focused on bilingual technology-assisted materials development in a community context, with the completion of an online resource bank of 150 video clips in December 2010 – http://guthan.wordpress.com. Previous experience included working as writer and consultant with BBC TV to produce the “Hindi Urdu Bol Chaal” series. A fuller list of publications is available at http://www.gordonwells.co.uk/books-and-papers/. 





Partner number -P 7

		Organisation name 

		University of Ulster





C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.


Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation(limit 4000 characters).

		Ulster is a university with a national and international reputation for excellence, innovation and regional engagement. Its core business activities are teaching and learning, widening access to education, research and innovation and technology and knowledge transfer. Ulster’s course provision is the largest on the island of Ireland, with a staff of over 3,000 serving c. 15,600 full-time and 4,760 part-time students on four campuses in Belfast, Derry, Coleraine and Jordanstown. 


The School of Languages, Literatures and Cultures at Ulster provides language training at undergraduate diploma & degree level and postgraduate diploma & degree level. The School’s main languages are Irish, French, Spanish, German and Chinese, with Irish being the largest, in terms of both student and staff numbers. 

A dedicated Cost Centre will be established to receive and administer Ulster’s share of the project funds. Expenditure from the Cost Centre on dissemination activities will be clearly documented through the University’s Prior Approval System. The University publishes monthly summary accounts for all Cost Centre’s which are signed by the designated budget holder.


During the project Ulster will be involved in: the development and testing cycle for the authoring and hosting service; the creation of learning units for Irish Gaelic-Scottish Gaelic, and Irish-English; dissemination within the UK and ROI; and the design of a pedagogical model with UPV to support integration of the materials into language curricula at a range of learner levels.


Ulster will offer training workshops to key language practitioners in the primary, post-primary and Further/Higher education sectors in the UK and Ireland and present research papers at major language/CALL conferences. Outreach to all sectors in Ireland will be achieved by utilizing Ulster’s excellent links with colleagues in the main university and teacher training colleges. These links have been established through a related collaborative project i.e. the creation of a syllabus and support materials for Irish at third level (hosted online at www.teagascnagaeilge.ie). Editorials relating to TOOLS will be targeted at teachers in the primary and post-primary sectors through trade union and professional body magazines e.g. InTouch, AISTIR and Termtalk. Dissemination in the UK will be bolstered by offering a workshop at the University of Southampton’s annual eLearning Conference which is attended by a broad range of language teachers.





C.2Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		Caoimhín Ó Dónaill

		CÓD is a Lecturer in Irish, member of the Research Institute for Irish and Celtic Studies and Assistant Director of the Centre for Excellence in Multimedia Language Learning (CEMLL) at Ulster. He has been involved with computing in the Humanities since 2003 and has been a qualified language teacher since 1999. He has a Ph.D from Trinity College Dublin in the area of Medieval Irish language and literature. He has worked on a series of publicly funded projects at Ulster, as a Research Associate on the Electronic Dictionary of the Irish Language (eDIL) and Linking Dictionaries and Texts (LDT) projects and as a Language Technologist in the CEMLL project. CÓD is coordinator for www.teagascnagaeilge.ie and has extensive experience in developing and sharing good practice in the area of CALL and Task Based Language Learning.



		Keith Beckett

		KB has a BSc (Hons) in Computing Science and is a Member of the British Computer Society. He has been developing dynamic web content (PHP/mySQL) at Ulster since 2001, ranging from purpose built questionnaires to Custom Content Management Systems. KB has been webmaster for the Princess Grace Library (Monaco) and their EIRData (Electronic Irish Records Dataset) website since 2001. KB designed the first online abstract submission/review system for the EUROCALL 2007 Conference (all subsequent conferences have followed suit). KB has extensive experience in the setup, operation and administration of MS Servers & Linux Based servers (Fedora, etc).   





Partner number - P 8

		Organisation name 

		Universidade de Évora





C.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations, size of the organisation, etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.  

Please describe also the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 4000 characters).

		Universidade de Évora is a Higher Education Institution with around 8.000 students and 500 teachers and 500 administrative staff.  Évora University is a university with a national and international reputation for excellence, innovation and regional engagement. Its core business activities are teaching and learning, widening access to education, research and innovation. In the south of Portugal, Evora’s course provision is the largest one.


Our history dates back to 1559, when we were founded as the second Portuguese University. After being closed from 1779 to the XX century due to religious and political reasons, it was reopened in 1974.


Since 1974 we form future teachers (Languages, Sciences, Arts, Music, etc) and provide a wide range of courses on Informatics, Mathematics, Biology, Arts, etc.  We have recently created a University for Senior Citizens, called Túlio Espanca Universidade Popular inside our structures. We also work now with Gundtvig programme.


Teaching foreign languages to all courses of Évora University has been a reality since 1979. Students can choose, English, French or Spanish. We also teach Portuguese as a foreign language to Erasmus students and Comenius Assistants that teach in neighbour schools. 


Since 2005 we teach VET courses level IV. We have the European Charter Erasmus. 


The Department of Linguistics and Literatures at Évora provides language training at undergraduate diploma & degree level and postgraduate diploma & degree level. The Department main languages are Portuguese, French, Spanish and English.


We also offer free courses to the community (Alentejo is a poor region in the interior of Portugal) cooperating with NUFOR ( Centre for continuous long life learning).


We are used to work with European partners since 1990.


A dedicated Cost Centre (with a dedicated and assigned staff member) is always established to receive and administer funds from a new project. Expenditure from the Cost Centre on dissemination activities will be clearly documented through the University’s Prior Approval System (under the Portuguese general Law System). The University publishes on line for each project coordinator the summary accounts for all Cost Centre’s which are signed by the designated budget holder.


During the project Évora University will be involved in: the development and testing cycle for the authoring and hosting service; the creation of learning units for Spanish-Portuguese; dissemination within the PT and SP; and the design of a pedagogical model with project partners to support integration of the materials into language curricula at a range of learner levels that can be used in the Portuguese teaching community. The partnership will run in-service methodological courses on the use of the online service in a task based and / or CLIL context. 

Evora University will offer the training workshops to key language practitioners in the primary, post-primary and Further/Higher education sectors in Portugal, specialy rural areas, far away from big centres and main cities like Porto and Lisboa, end present papers at major language conferences. 

Outreach to all sectors in Portugal will be achieved by utilizing Évora’s University excellent links with colleagues in the other Portuguese universities and teacher training colleges. These links have been established through a related collaborative project at teachers in the primary and post-primary sectors through common research centers, like CEL:UE, UTAD, ISMAI and professional body magazines e.g. “The APPi Journal” (www.appi.pt). Dissemination in Portugal will be bolstered by offering a workshop at the University of Évora fifth annual  Conference on Languages and Translation which is attended by a broad range of language teachers from Portugal a Spain.





C.2 Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member

		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project.



		MR. Fernando Gomes

		Head of Department . Mr GOMES has 23 years experience as teacher of foreign languages and literatures. Further, Mr Gomes has got a PHD in Literature. He has a comprehensive experience working with different cultures and educational systems since he lived in France many years. 



		Mrs Maria-João MARÇALO

		Mrs Marçalo has got a PHD in Linguistics. She is a teacher at the University of Évora since 1987. She also teaches future teachers for secondary and VET Schools. She has a comprehensive experience working with different cultures and educational systems. She taught in Asia at University of East Timor training future teacher of Portuguese. She has got a post-doc at Carnegie Mellon Universitty on developing language courses for e-learning.

She was in 2007 national evaluator for Comenius Portuguese projects. She is a member of APPI- Portuguese Association of teacher of English.


She is the Coordinator at Évora University for the Teaching of Portuguese as a foreign and a second language.


She also teaches adults ( post-laboral courses).






		Mrs. Ana Alexandra Silva

		She is a teacher for 16 years at Évora University and also a trainer for Portuguese Ministry of Education, working on e-learning for teachers of English language. She has got a PHD in Linguistics. She also teaches Portuguese for foreigners. She is a member of APPI- Portuguese Association of teacher of English



		Mrs. Maria do Céu Fonseca

		She is a teacher for 21 years at Évora University and also a trainer of future teachers. She has got a PhD in Linguistics. She has been teaching for students of VET level 4 at Évora University and teaching adults (night classes). She is the director of the research Center for Humanities.



		MR. Rui Pingo

		Mr Pingo is the general manager of Évora University for the last 6 years. He has a comprehensive experience from a large number of international projects and working with different cultures and educational systems. As a manager he is very interested in Évora working with international partners. He took part of a European funded project on Quality Assessment  (2008-2010). 








PART D. Project characteristics

D.1 Why does the consortium wish to undertake this project?


Rationale of and background to the project

Please outline the motivation behind your project, clearly identifying the specific needs or problems/challenges which it intends to solve. Explain why these needs/problems were selected over others, and how the project proposal fits within the development strategies of the partners involved.  Please include references to any declared regional, national, EU or international political priority in this area.

Also, please describe briefly how your project proposal was prepared (e.g., capitalising on previous experiences, based on achieved outcomes in former projects, following previous cooperation amongst the consortium members, etc.) (limit 6000 characters).


		The project proposes to create a fully online and free service and will then create exemplary online resources for the LWUTL and run in-service development and methodological courses


The consortium has based the proposal on an identification of both EU and individual country need, its own teaching experiences, feedback from our target groups, and international White Papers that all found that CLIL's prioritised growth in different target sectors across Europe puts new demands on language teachers.


CLIL is used extensively for teaching LWUTL (less widely used and taught languages), and VOLL (vocationally oriented language learning) including regional and minority languages as evidenced in the EURYDICE report “Key Data on Teaching Languages at School in Europe 2008”.


A EURYDICE survey in 2006 “Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) at School in Europe” states in chapter 5 that one of the “Factors inhibiting general implementation” is the lack of appropriate teaching materials geared to CLIL and the high cost of introducing CLIL. Also, “Finding teaching materials geared to CLIL is not easy for schools and “seeking and preparing appropriate materials (especially for new target languages) leads to additional work for the teachers involved.”


The ICC report (2003) “The Impact of New Information Technologies and Internet on the Teaching of Foreign Languages” concludes in the executive summary: “There will be a shift from passive consumption of ready-made programmes to independent building of content, tailor made for specific groups or individuals.”


The consortium comprises institutions from Erasmus, Grundtvig, and Leonardo sectors involved in teaching Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish – i.e. covering minority, regional, neighbour, and less widely used and taught languages - thus targeting two of the KA2 priorities. 


The many years of experience with computer assisted language learning and CLIL in the partnership have shown that the main obstacle to successful implementation of CLIL is the lack of relevant and suitable materials and the time-consuming task of compiling such materials. 


Two of the consortium partners developed a desktop tool (in a Leonardo project), which can convert a text into webpages where all words are linked to online dictionaries in +100 languages. The tool, TextBlender, works well with Western European characters, but has neither support for Eastern European languages nor Arabic. Another issue is that the TextBlender only works with Windows based computers, this means that about 25% of all language teachers and learners (using e.g. Linux, Unix, Mac OS, SunOS, FreeBSD and AIX) cannot make use of the software. This percentage will rise in 2011 and beyond with the increasing popularity of mobile devices like tablets (e.g. iPads). 

The lack of ICT expertise among teachers also inhibits the creation of tailored online resources, as the results have to be uploaded to a website making use of FTP or similar devices (Eurydice Key Data on Information and Communication Technology in Schools in Europe 2004: “Teachers do not yet as a matter of course acquire skills in the use of ICT for educational purposes during their initial training, even though various in-service training programmes have been introduced..”)

The solution proposed is a fully online and free service, where a teacher (or student!) can paste in text, select the language of the text, add graphics and video (if required) and then with one click automatically create an online webpage -  in less than five minutes. Like the TextBlender the new online service will seamlessly link all words to multitudes of online free dictionaries in +100 languages and it will support all language characters (UTF8) including Arabic (right to left writing). An exemplary output in Danish (from the TextBlender) can be seen at: www.languages.dk/jul/ 


The development of the online service matches the strategies and needs of the partnership as all the partners are involved in computer assisted language learning and CLIL. 


The project will create exemplary online resources for the LWUTL presented in the partnership (a KA2 priority) as well as creation of online resources for teaching two pairs of neighbour country languages (a KA2 priority) - Irish + Scottish Gaelic and Spanish + Portuguese. Two of the partner institutions are involved in teaching languages that are not supported by the existing tool (Lithuanian and Arabic). 


The proposed outcome and service match acknowledged needs across the EU, e.g. two of the specific objectives set out in Article 1.3 of the LLL-Programme Decision are to promote language learning and linguistic diversity and to support the development of innovative ICT-based content, services, pedagogies and practice for lifelong learning.


The partnership will run in-service methodological courses on the use of the online service in a task based and / or CLIL context. This is needed as several LWUTL teachers are often not educated as language teachers (The European Language Learning Materials Survey - December 2000: “Many felt that lower level course materials for LWUTL were rarely communicative in nature, which they attributed to the fact that teachers of LWUTL have little pedagogical and methodological training”. CLIL teachers will likewise benefit from the planned courses (EURYDICE report Key Data on Teaching Languages at School in Europe 2008: “In very few countries do education authorities oblige teachers to have special qualifications to contribute to CLIL-type provision.”). Feedback from a call method course in Italy (in November 2010) demonstrated the need for and value of the proposed in-service courses:


 “I mostly liked the exercises based on Multidict and Wordlink… I will use them while preparing the exercises for students.”

 “I had some ideas…But the possibility to create and share teaching material is new to me.”


Download full feedback: www.languages.dk/fb.pdf 







If your proposal is based on the results of one or more previous projects / networks, please provide precise references to this / these project(s) / network(s) in the table below.

Please add tables as necessary.


		Reference number 

		141783-LLP-1-2008-1-DK-Leonardo-LMP (2008-1937)



		Project / network dates


(year started and completed)

		2008-2010

		Programme or initiative

		LdV



		Title of the project / network

		Producing Open Online Learning System Tools





		Coordinating organisation

		SDE College



		Website

		http://www.languages.dk/pools-t/ 



		Password / login if necessary for website

		



		Please summarise the project / network outcomes and describe (a) how the new proposal seeks to build on them and, (b) how ownership / copyright issues are to be dealt with (limit 1000 characters).



		Pools-t delivered three tools: 


The TextBlender is a desktop software, which converts texts into html documents where all words are hyperlinked to free online dictionaries covering many combinations of Western European languages. 

Wordlink is a tool where the user can enter the address of a webpage which will then be reproduced with all word linked to online dictionaries. It has 128 combinations of dictionaries. 


Multidict assists the user finding the right online dictionary and language combination. Multidict recalls the user choices from visit to visit making use of “cookies”.


To see Wordlink and Multidict go to www.multidict.net 


The program sources are all CopyLeft and may be improved, modified, and used in any way as long as new versions are also CopyLeft.


We aim to develop an online service combining the tools to overcome the restrictions of operating systems, this will enable production and use of learning materials from mobile devices and support all European characters. 







Rationale for the setting-up of the consortium

Please explain why the selected partners are best suited to participate in this European project. Describe complementary skills, expertise and competences within the consortium directly relating to the planned project activities (limit 3000 characters).

		The eight consortium partners are all involved in CALL. One of the partners is EUROCALL (the European Association for Computer Assisted Language Learning) most of the partners have been members of Eurocall for more than a decade.


Two partners (SMO and SDE) were responsible for the development of the TextBlender in the pools-t project; the new online service will be programmed by Caoimhín Ó Donnaíle (SMO expert on PHP and JavaScript programming) peer reviewed / assisted by Kent Andersen (SDE software developer responsible for the original TextBlender). Ana Gimeno (UPV) and Dr Caoimhín Ó Dónaill (Ulster) who both have expertise in software development from past projects will peer review the software development.


Four of the partners (SDU, MPRC, Ulster, and Evora) have given valuable feedback and advice during the software development of the TextBlender and know its constraints, but also its strengths that must be incorporated in the proposed online service.


Most of the partners have been in different project consortia together with SDE: SDE is the coordinator of a language teaching method project (2009-2011) with MPRC as a partner. Evora, SMO, and SDE are partners in a Spanish project piloting methodology and development courses (2009-2011).


Ulster has a high reputation for expertise in developing CALL methodologies, and in researching dynamic, f2f learning in technology rich environments. Dr Caoimhín Ó Dónaill (Ulster expert on TBL) is a frequent speaker/presenter at Eurocall conferences, and has many years’ experience of disseminating good practice through language learning symposia, workshops and conferences. He will, together with Ana Gimeno (UPV pedagogical expert and Eurocall president) be responsible for the pedagogical design of the exploitation courses and materials supported and peer reviewed by CLIL and VOLL experts from MPRC, Evora, and SDE.


The partners come from the Erasmus sector (Evora, SDU, SMO, Ulster, and UPV), the Leonardo sector (MPRC, Evora, and SDE), and the Grundtvig sector (SMO). This will ensure direct contacts with the three sectors targeted by the project.


The project teams teach Arabic, Danish, English, Irish, Scottish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish. The online learning units that will be compiled for these languages during the project will therefore target minority, LWUTL, regional, mainstream, and neighbour languages.


SDU will test the service with a non-European language: Arabic. The large population of immigrants across the EU speaking “colloquial” Arabic as well as university students learning Arabic will be provided with online learning resources as well as tools for creation of new learning materials. 

Eurocall will provide a project stand at the annual conferences where the developers can showcase the service, but more importantly the partnership will consult / interview attendees to gain feedback from them and further details of the key target group’s needs.








Investigation of the field (state of the art) and innovative character

Please explain how the field of operation has been explored and indicate what the project is offering that is new and what are the main innovating elements (limit 3000 characters).

		Members of the project teams have for more than a decade participated in the major international exhibitions and conferences on computer assisted language learning (CALICO, TESOL, EUROCALL, and WORLDCALL). In order to verify that there is no similar authoring system we searched the Internet and databases on CALL software and authoring systems without finding anything similar (e.g. http://www.cal.org/, https://www.calico.org/page.php?id=169, http://www.call-is.org/info/, http://www.eltexpert.com/softlist/index.html, and http://groups.diigo.com/group/call_is_vsl).


The proposed tool has several innovative features:


-It automatically links texts in any language word by word to online dictionaries supporting +100 languages. A class with 20 nationalities can work with the same unit making use of different dictionaries. The tool even supports archived dictionaries (scanned images)

-Teachers (or students) have the option of making the webpages available online immediately (free), or of downloading them for upload to their own websites.


-It works from all existing and future operating systems; new emerging technology platforms like mobile devices e.g. iPads and other tablets will be able to use the proposed online service for authoring learning units. 

-The system is fully online, this means no downloading, unpacking, or installation procedures that may prevent teachers using it.

-The output automatically matches the screen on the device used by the learners, these will be able to work with the units from tablets, mobile phones, and computers. No other authoring application dedicated to language learning supports so many platforms.

-The target group can experience the system’s strengths through exemplary language learning materials made by the project consortium for Arabic, Danish, English, Irish Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish.


The proposal builds on a tool developed in the LdV projects “pools” (awarded the EC silver medal for innovation in 2009) & finalized in “pools-t”, which has been labelled innovative by end users, e.g. Ton Koenraad, ICT-E consultant, Hogeschool Utrecht University of Applied Sciences, who asked about pools-t while preparing for a presentation at the 2010 CLIL conference in Munich. He answered: “Thanks, dear colleagues, I will include these data in my presentation. So far I have not been able to spot any other ICT applications dedicated to CLIL contexts”, and Timo Hulkko, Coordinator Language Centre, University of Turku, who at a Show & Tell presentation of the TextBlender at Eurocall 2009 exclaimed “It’s magic!”.


The TextBlender is widely used for preparing online materials for e.g. English. TextBlender outputs have in 2010 been used +3800 times (built-in counter in the software), but the tool is limited to Western European characters; the software behind it cannot handle Unicode (UTF8). Another limitation is that it only works on the Windows-XP platform. These limitations will be overcome by the online service.







D.2 Aims and objectives 

Please define the concrete aims and objectives of the project / network and describe the ways in which the situation set out under the previous section (D.1) will be changed. (limit 3000 characters).

		The project proposes to create a free online service where language teachers can author and share content-rich, multimedia learning units featuring the creator’s own choice of audio, video (e.g. from Youtube), text (e.g. a transcript) and images/graphics. No installation or setup of software will be required. The authoring tools will feature a unique and innovative element of functionality i.e. the ability to automatically link every word in a text to online dictionaries in 100+ languages.


The teacher will have the choice of either sharing the resulting webpage online from the system’s repository or of downloading the webpage for later upload to websites or networks e.g. institutional VLEs. The beauty of this system is that technical knowledge of FTP/URL and online publishing is not required. 


The online service will also enable authoring of learning units from mobile devices (e.g. iPads) and will be compatible with any operating system (Linux, Windows, MacOS, Unix etc.). The learning materials may also be accessed and used via smart phones, and materials may also potentially be authored from smart phones. The ability to access the learning materials from smart phones will encourage teachers to create materials, as the ability to provide computers for learners is not a prerequisite.


The partnership will develop and pilot a training program on how to use the system in a pedagogical context (CLIL, VOLL, and TBL), including a brief course book in the partnership languages. In the funded period the partnership plans to run 56 workshops to train teachers. Feedback received at the workshops will inform ongoing development of the system. In order to trial and demonstrate the value of the system, the partnership will create 160 (minimum target) online learning units for learners of Arabic, Danish, English, Irish Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish.


The user friendliness of the system will also benefit teachers of mainstream languages and result in bespoke VOLL and CLIL materials in the LWUTL. The inclusion of Arabic will serve a large and growing target group teaching and learning that language.


This online system, both the content authoring tools and the repository of materials, will be of huge potential benefit to educational institutions and learners alike, not least because the service will be free of charge and open source (i.e. to enable future development). Crucially, the authoring tools and resulting content can be used from inexpensive mobile devices and older computers as they do not require high data processing capacity or bandwidth. This is a key factor in facilitating adoption of the technology, as there is no assumption that end users will need to acquire new hardware or upgrade their existing hardware in order to avail of the service. Such unseen costs frequently prevent the uptake of new technology and are a source of frustration for potential end users who recognise the benefits of new technology.








D.3 Methodology

Please define the methodology proposed for achieving the objectives (including major milestones, measurable indicators, etc) (limit 3000 characters).

		Development will be based on project workshops, online cooperation (Skype etc.), and online-shared documents (Dropbox etc.).


The development of the software / online system will take place in cyclical approaches running A to D:


A -the partners compile task sheets describing features, behaviour, and interface for the proposed system and the output (the generated webpages for language learning).


B -the software developer Caoimhín Ó Donnaíle (SMO expert on PHP and JavaScript programming) compiles the website system layers mainly based on PHP coding with Javascript to enhance the user interface. The ongoing development will be continuously documented, step by step in an online log.


C -the software development is monitored, peer reviewed, and assisted by Ana Gimeno (UPV), Keith Becket (Ulster), Dr Caoimhín Ó Dónaill (Ulster), and Kent Andersen (SDE software developer).

D -alpha testing the development system and the webpage outputs by all the teams (except Eurocall) on a weekly basis with immediate reporting of errors to SMO. Compilation of a log with proposals for improvements to be used in step A.


After several cycles in the first six months the system will have reached the beta stage.


Quality indicator (after 6 months): The system is operational and can be used with functionality similar to the TextBlender.


Step D is then extended so the system will be piloted by language teachers to produce learning materials in Arabic, Danish, English, Irish Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish. The output (language learning webpages) will be tested by learners, and based on feedback from these recommendations for improvements or new functions will be compiled.


The new cycle A-D is continued for twelve months after which the system has reached its near final stage. 


Quality indicator (after 14 months): 160 ready to use online learning units in the project languages.


Six months into the final A-D cycle the system is nearly ready. UPV and Ulster will then prepare the pedagogical design of exploitation courses and materials supported and peer reviewed by CLIL and VOLL experts from MPRC, Evora, and SDE. 


Quality indicator (after 18 months): Course has been piloted, the course description and a brief course book are available in Danish, English, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish.

The last twelve months of the project is dedicated the exploitation phase. Teachers from outside the partnership will attend CALL development and methodology courses and start using the online development system and employ the outcomes with their students. Only minor improvements are expected in the remaining project period, but the direct contact in the exploitation phase to the target groups will be used to ask for feed-back, and whenever relevant will result in improvements.


Quality indicator (after 30 months): The online system is state of the art. A minimum of 56 courses has been run across the partnership and 200 learning units (40 made during courses) have been produced.





D.4 European added value

Please describe the benefits of and need for European cooperation (limit 3000 characters).

		Direct collaboration between specified partners in Denmark, Lithuania, Northern Ireland, Portugal, Scotland, Spain and indirectly through Eurocall’s trans-European network of members will benefit this project as follows:


-A strategic, geographical distribution of partners will facilitate comprehensive dissemination and uptake across Europe. The partnership consortium represents several LWUTL, a unique grouping which been designed to ensure that both LWUTL and the major European languages will be served. 


-An inherent aspect of this project is that the training and dissemination strategy is designed to upskill language teachers from a wide range of language backgrounds in order to facilitate the exponential creation and sharing of authentic materials (i.e featuring native speaker content) by experienced language practitioners. The exemplary outputs, created by teachers for neighbour country languages e.g. Portuguese-Spanish and Irish Gaelic-Scottish Gaelic,to be produced during the project period will target peers within each of the three sectors and eight languages represented (i.e. Arabic, Danish, English, Irish Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish). Dissemination and roll out to primary and post-primary sectors within the partner countries is also key to ensuring widspread adoption of the system. This would not be possible without the proposed Europe-wide partnership. 


-The system will be made compatible with Arabic, thereby providing an interface between Arabic and hundreds of other European and world languages. 


--The participation of educational professionals from across Europe will ensure that the newly created materials will not exist in isolation. The six partner countries will collaborate to design a pedagogical CALL model which will detail how course providers across Europe may incorporate these new materials in to their language curricula. 


-This project will greatly assist the delivery of other major European educational and linguistic projects e.g. the Bologna Process, the Common European Framework for Languages and the European Language portfolio, i.e. mutual understanding and respect between member countries and languages is at the heart of the hyperlinking and multidict software which underpins the new online system we are proposing

-Software development is the responsibility of one core partner (SMO), however, software experts from Denmark, Northern Ireland, and Spain are needed to support the ongoing development with advice as well as direct help with coding the system. 


-Eurocall, the European association for Computer Assisted Language Learning , will provide a dynamic channel for both dissemination and feedback through its trans-European network of members representing 1000+ language teachers and CALL practitioners across Europe and internationally. Ongoing cooperation and contact with this key community will be vital to ensuring the optimal user friendliness and functionality of the proposed system.





D.5 Budget and cost effectiveness

Please describe the strategy adopted to ensure that the proposed results and objectives will be achieved in the most economical way. Explain the principals of budget allocation amongst partners. Indicate the arrangements adopted for financial management ((limit 3000 characters).

		The project is scheduled for 30 months (2.5 years) with a budget of 533,000EUR we have put great efforts into ensuring that the budget is consistent with work tasks and that the final outcomes, impact on target group, as well as extensive exploitation is best value for money. 


The ongoing financial monitoring throughout the project lifetime from the coordinator, the partners, and the subcontracted external QM expert will be responsible for ensuring best as well as most economical solutions.


The long project period of 30 months ensures the time needed to develop quality outputs and in the last project year final fine tuning, testing with target groups, and most important real exploitation in substantial numbers


All partners have been asked to verify (and will at project start have to document) the real cost per staff day in each staff category as well as rules for subsistence costs.


To ensure as much value for money as possible the proposal has put an emphasis on using real costs instead of the more generous ceilings for e.g. the per diems. The meeting / workshop venues have been selected where most partners have a choice of budget airlines (Ryan Air, EasyJet etc.). 


Two partner workshops have five staff days; this ensures time for the project meeting, quality control, but also dissemination at the Eurocall conference where the full partnership can interview representatives from the target group and run workshops for the participants.


Two partners have larger work tasks than other partners (software engineering and project coordination) and therefore a larger part of the overall budget than other partners. But efforts have, where possible, been made to allocate different responsibilities and work tasks across the partnership so that each of the partner’s shares of the grant becomes more uniform.


The work tasks have all been allocated each partner according to the expertise of that partner, but whenever possible some tasks have been distributed where best value for money can be obtained, e.g. transnational dissemination where the Lithuanian partner whose staff day costs are less expensive has the task of dissemination to VET colleges through participation in two EfVET conference. 


Each project partner will at the project startup receive half of that partner’s first year grant to ensure money for participation in the kick-off workshop. The project management will every six months request a report from each partner documenting the activities of the period, milestones met, etc. with signed staff sheets and documented expenses occurred in the period. Upon approval the partner will receive the next six months part of the grant.








PART E. Impact, dissemination and exploitation, sustainability

E.1 Expected impact of the project

Who will use these project outputs / products / results and how will the consortium reach them?


Please describe how the target groups (including participating institutions, stakeholders) will be reached and involved during the life of the project (limit 3000 characters).

		The primary target group for the proposed online service and CALL courses is language teachers and student teachers from three different sectors (Erasmus, Leonardo, and Grundtvig).


In the first project year the target group will mainly be reached within the participating partner institutions during the main development phase. The planned number of teachers testing and giving feedback to the software engineering team in this period is 73 (Evora 15, MPRC 10, SDE 10, SDU 10, SMO 8, Ulster 10, and UPV 10).


The online system and its outputs (the language learning units) will be tailored to include the proposals and feedback from the primary target group.


In the final project year (after 18 months) 560 language teachers will be targeted through the CALL courses in the six countries, recruitment of participants will make use of the associated partners.


The secondary target group (but definitely not less important) is language learners of Arabic, Danish, English, Irish Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish. After the first 14 months 160 online learning units will be ready for the eight languages. These units will be piloted with 340 students, i.e. 140 VET students (Evora, MPRC and SDE), 40 adult learners (summer course and distance learning students at SMO), 160 University students (Evora, SDU, Ulster, and UPV). The access to the learning units from the project website is estimated to result in 7500 “downloads” of the produced units (based on a conservative estimate resulting from the counter in the original TextBlender).


The layout, functions and operation of the learning units will on an ongoing basis be adapted to include the proposals and feedback from the language learner target group.


Consultations with language teachers during two Eurocall conferences will be used to recruit these to start using the project outcomes (reaching more European countries) and feedback from interviews with these (target number 100 interviews) will be used to adapt and improve the system.


Feedback and advice from the above target groups across Europe is key to success for the proposed authoring system and the functionality of its output. This was exemplified during the pools-t project where the idea for the split screen mode (text and video in one window and the dictionary lookup next to it) came from several users testing the system. Thorough and ongoing testing revealed problems (e.g. with particular browsers in particular circumstances), which would never have been revealed without a large group of testers from different countries.







Please describe how the target groups (including participating institutions, stakeholders) will be reached after the project is finished (limit 3000 characters).

		The advantage of being able to prepare content-rich online learning units that through the proposed system are made immediately available for the language students, is likely to generate a high number of users – both teachers and their students.


The online service will be continued (and free) after the funded period. Teachers who are new to the system will benefit from online instructional videos demonstrating how to use the service (DIY videos) as well as the developed support materials. 


In-service courses will be offered by the five project university partners as well as associated project partners and networks in: 

-Scotland: Cothrom (a community training group), 


-Lithuania: LIPRIA (Lithuanian Association of Innovative Schools, 75 schools), Marijampole College Pedagogical Department, which educates English language teachers for secondary schools. 


The Language Teachers' section of Department of Education of Marijampole, the LT partner is a member. Monthly meetings and participation in various seminars etc.

-Denmark: NCE (the National Centre for Vocational Teacher Education), CVU-Lillebaelt (teacher training for the Comenius and Grundtvig areas), and EUC-Lillebaelt (teachers from the Leonardo sector)

-Portugal APPI (Associação Portuguesa de Professores de Inglês - Portuguese teachers of English Association),  Associação dos Jovens Professores do Alentejo (Young teachers from Alentejo region Association), Associação Portuguesa de Professores de Espanhol (Portuguese Association of teacher of Spanish), Centro de Estudos em Letras (a reseach center that joins three universities).

-Northern Ireland (and the Republic): An Meitheal um Theagasc na Gaeilge (Representing Universities and Teacher Training Colleges throughout Ireland). The new service will also be publicised in print to practitioner networks includingINTO (The Irish National Teachers’ Organisation), which represents primary teachers in the Republic of Ireland and both primary and post-primary teachers in Northern Ireland, it has 39,320 members.


-Spain: AELFE (Asociación Europea de Lenguas para Fines Específicos): European association for languages for specific purposes


AESLA (Asociación Española de Lingüística Aplicada): Spanish association for applied linguistics


ASELE (Asociación para la enseñanza del español como lengua extranjera): Association for Spanish as a foreign Language


After the funded period free online courses will continue to take place through “Webheads” http://webheadsinaction.org/ 


The estimated minimum target impact in the first year following the project period is 2.000+ language teachers who on a regular basis make use of the system.





E.2 Dissemination and exploitation strategy

How will the dissemination be organised and how will exploitation activities ensure optimal use of the results? (limit 3000 characters).

		The partnership will make use of several modes of dissemination (face to face and online) and exploit several popular communication channels as follows:


ONLINE


- Project group in FaceBook, interested parties will be invited to join.


- Project website will supercede www.languages.dk (50.000+ unique visitors per year documented in the website log).


-Project Blog; this will be a key means of keeping our community of users up to date. 

-YouTube and the project website will be used to showcase the project ideas and host the self help videos.


CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION Two Eurocall conferences www.eurocall-languages.org with a project stand exhibiting the outcomes and interviewing delegates, show and tell presentations & a pre-conference workshop


-Two EfVET conferences www.efvet.org (The Lithuanian partner is in the EfVET steering committee) where we’ll present the project at round table sessions


-The 2012 Languages in Higher Education Conference organised by CILT (the National Centre for Languages in the UK)


-The 2013 Worldcall conference www.worldcall.org, we intend to propose show and tell presentations, and offer a pre-conference workshop.


IN PRINT


-Quarterly newsletters; we already have 800+ registered language teachers in our mailing list.


-Brochures will be produced in the 8 project languages to be mailed to our networks and used at conferences and other project meetings.


-We will submit a minimum of two articles per partner to language teacher magazines/newsletters and language related journals e.g.: Sprogforum (DK), Dialogas (Ministry of Science and Education LT), Marijampoles Laikrastis- a regional newspaper in which the LT partner has 2 pages each month, Eurocall Review (peer-reviewed online journal), the EfVET Newsletter (mailed to 2000+ EfVET members), Am Paiper (Scottish community paper); AISTIR & Intouch (targeting a combined readership of 18,000 + 41,000 members of the ASTI and INTO teaching unions respectively in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland


The target number of teachers in the first year is 73 (Evora 15, MPRC 10, SDE 10, SDU 10, SMO 8, Ulster 10, and UPV 10). In the final project year 560 language teachers will attend the CALL courses in the six countries, recruitment of participants will draw upon the network of associated partners.


The target number of language learners from the partnership testing the system outcomes during the project period is 340 students, i.e. 140 VET students (Evora, MPRC and SDE), 40 adult learners (summer course and distance learning students at SMO), 160 University students (Evora, SDU, Ulster, and UPV)


Exploitation will target the two groups of users (teachers & their students) during and after the project period. Instant publishing of materials online will be attractive. Learners from outside the partnership who access the free language learning resources are estimated at 5000. Access to the learning units from the project website is estimated to result at 7500 “downloads” of the produced units





E.3 Sustainability

How will the impact of this project be sustained beyond its lifetime? How will the results be mainstreamed and multiplied in the sector of activity? (Limit 3000 characters)

		The online service will continue to be offered free of charge after the funded period. The website hosting and domain registration are continually being renewed (by languages.dk) so the next 48 months are covered.

The core output, i.e. the online authoring and hosting service will be copyleft, which means that anyone can use, repurpose, improve, and copy the system as long as all new versions remain copyleft. This facilitates future development by third parties.


The number of potential users (e.g. those using mobile devices like tablets / iPads) is increasing year by year; for 2011 the market analyst “Gartner” predicts a rise in the number of tablets sold of 181% compared to 2010. The scope for authoring and using the project outputs via tablets will thereby be substantially increased. 


The five university partners in the project will continue to offer In-service courses based on the online service and the developed CALL course after the funded period.


The courses will continue to be offered through the following networks and associated partners after the funded period:


-Scotland: Cothrom (a community training group), 


-Lithuania: LIPRIA (Lithuanian Association of Innovative Schools, 75 schools), Marijampole College Pedagogical Department, which educates English language teachers for secondary schools.


-Denmark: NCE (the National Centre for Vocational Teacher Education), EUC-Lillebaelt (Comenius, Erasmus, and Grundtvig), and CVU Lillebaelt (Leonardo).


-Portugal APPI (Associação Portuguesa de Professores de Inglês - Portuguese teachers of English Association), Associação dos Jovens Professores do Alentejo (Young teachers from Alentejo region Association), Associação Portuguesa de Professores de Espanhol (Portuguese Association of teacher of Spanish), Centro de Estudos em Letras (a reseach center that joins three universities).

-Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland – An Meitheal um Theagasc na Gaeilge, Gaelscoileanna and Comhairle na Gaelscolaíochta.

-Spain: AELFE (Asociación Europea de Lenguas para Fines Específicos): European association for languages for specific purposes


AESLA (Asociación Española de Lingüística Aplicada): Spanish association for applied linguistics


ASELE (Asociación para la enseñanza del español como lengua extranjera): Association for Spanish as a foreign Language


After the funded period users will continue to be supported via free online courses which will be offered on an ongoing basis through “Webheads” http://webheadsinaction.org/ 


In addition to the above synchronous support mode, teachers will also be able to access comprehensive self help videos online, which demonstrate how to use the authoring tools and    the developed support materials.

The partnership is confident that a series of champions will emerge from the sectors to be targeted by the dissemination strategy. These champions will be educators who will immediately see the potential of TOOLS to assist both language learners and colleagues within their own networks.





PART F. Action or programme specific information

This section should allow you to provide specific information related to the Action under which you are submitting your application. Please refer to the "Instructions for Applicants" (limit 3000 characters).

		The target languages for the learning materials proposed by the project are: Arabic, Danish, English, Irish Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish.

Arabic is taught by SDU (the Middle East Department of the University of Southern Denmark), there are several native Arabic speakers and renowned researchers in the department.


Danish is the responsibility of SDE College (South Danish Vocational College), SDE has several classes where Danish is taught to immigrants.


English will be the responsibility of both SMO and Ulster. SMO supports Cothrom (a community training group) that has classes with adult immigrants learning English and Ulster offers degree level English studies.


Irish Gaelic is a recognized regional language in Northern Ireland. Irish Gaelic is being taught at University of Ulster.


Scottish Gaelic is a recognized regional language in Scotland. Scottish Gaelic is being taught at degree courses and conversation courses covering ELP ranges from A1 to C2.


Lithuanian is the responsibility of MPRC, which has VET classes where Lithuanian is taught to immigrants based on the CLIL method.


Portuguese is the responsibility of Evora. Evora has classes with immigrants and also offers degree level studies.


Spanish is the responsibility of UPV. UPV delivers Spanish classes for international students and offers degree level studies. It has ample experience in teaching languages for specific purposes and CLIL.

The project covers three different target sectors: Erasmus, Grundtvig, and Leonardo. In the project partnership the trans sectorial target groups have several advantages: The VET colleges will benefit from the pedagogical and methodological expertise of the university partners, the universities on the other hand get practical insight into the application of CLIL and VOLL as it can be experienced in VET colleges. The Scottish partner, who has an extensive experience with distance teaching courses, represents adult learning. Such experience is valuable for and can be applied to all the three sectors.


All three sectors will benefit from the authoring system and students from the three sectors will utilize the learning units.


Targeting the two KA2 priorities (LWUTL and neighbour country languages) will make a clear impact across all three sectors during the project:


-tools and materials available for tourism studies at UPV (Polytechnical University) and Evora (University and a VET college)


-exchange of ideas between the two Gaelic languages (Ulster at university level, SMO at both university level and courses for adult learners) will be mutually supportive in the development of new materials in both languages. The outcomes will also highlight the need for mutual  understanding of other  languages and cultures.


-several VET institutions (E.g. SDE and Evora) offer classes for learning Arabic (to students and employees). It is important for the VET colleges to recruit teachers from the universities and create suitable materials in order to offer modern Arabic.





PART G. Work plan and work packages


IMPORTANT: Sections G.1 to G.3 should be duplicated and completed together for each work package.

Work plan packages


G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		1

		Work package title

		Project coordination



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		1

		End


Month number

		30




		Duration


in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The initial part of the management will prepare tasks, documents, and presentations for the first project workshop (part of this WP) with standard contracts to be signed by all partners, partner responsibilities, quality and activity clauses, payment schedules, and a clause with common rules for termination of contract in case of poor quality or passivity. The documents also have to include a description of administrative tasks that apply to all partners; travel reports, eligibility criteria for costs, documentation rules etc.


External quality control will be subcontracted with agreement on monitoring, feedback, and reporting schedules. Feedback and recommendations from the quality control will immediately be communicated to all project members and possible corrective actions implemented.


At the start of the project each project partner will receive half of that partner’s first year grant.


Partnership meetings will check on status of decisions made at previous meetings and have a walkthrough by each partner of activities in the past period. Each partner prepares an “activity list” with tasks, schedule, and milestones for the next six month periods. This will be used for monitoring  progress and to ensure that all partners know their responsibilities according to the project Work Plan. The workshops will summarize and minute the results of the ongoing management.


Biannually each partner will submit a report to SDE with an activity part and a financial part. The activity part will have a description of communication with the other partners, innovative aspects of activities, comments on management issues (internally and with SDE), dissemination activities, multiplier effect/impact, summary of local activities, and milestones met. In case of delays explanations and plans for catching up. The financial part document and summarize resources used in the period, e.g. signed staff sheets, travel documents, invoices, etc.


The partnership reports will be checked to verify that each partner is on track towards meeting the milestones and outcomes described in the project plan and “activity lists”. It will be the responsibility of the subcontracted Quality Management to finally approve the reports or suggest actions to be taken to achieve a satisfactory quality level. Upon approval the partner will receive their grant for the following six months.

Continuous monitoring, biannual reports from partners, quality report from subcontracted quality evaluator, and the workshops will form the basis for the Progress Report to be submitted..

The resulting recommendations and feedback from the agency following the PR will be taken into account and possible corrective actions taken to ensure the project outcomes are achieved. 


The Final report will be compiled following the same basic rules as above.

Success criteria: All above reports submitted on time and approved at meetings as well as by external quality control.







G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		1



		Title

		Biannual partnership reports (five)



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		At the end of each six months project period

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Each biannual report will be used for quality control and monitoring. It will be a compilation of the reports submitted by each partner. The partner reports are based on a proforma with the following headings: Innovative aspects of activities, comments on management aspects (internally and with SDE), dissemination activities, multiplier effect/impact, summary of local activities, milestones met, and in case of delays explanations and plans for catching up. The financial part of the reports will summarize and document resources used in the period, e.g. signed staff sheets, travel documents, invoices, etc.


The five compilations of the biannual reports will be available from the project website to ensure full transparency of the project.





		Deliverable number

		2



		Title

		Meeting minutes and agendas



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Minutes from meetings



		Delivery date

		Two months after the project period

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Each meeting and workshop minutes will record the meeting activities, and will contain the agenda for the meeting. The minutes will reflect the status of decisions made at previous meetings and have a walkthrough by each partner of activities in the past period and summarize the results of the ongoing management.


The meeting minutes will for each partner have a list with tasks, schedule, and milestones for the upcoming project periods. This will be used for monitoring progress and to ensure that all partners know their responsibilities according to the project Work Plan. 

At the end of each meeting minute there will be itemized lists of decisions taken at the meeting.







		Deliverable number

		3



		Title

		Progress Report (covering the first 14 project months).



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		15 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The Progress Report will follow the instructions in the LLP-Handbook and contain a public and a confidential part, it this project, however, the confidential part will also be published from the project website to ensure full project transparency (without the financial part).


The public part will describe the project's objectives and results, as measured against the work plan, how they were achieved, how they will be exploited and how they contribute to EU policies. 


The Confidential Part presents information about the management of the project, the contract and the finances.





		Deliverable number

		4



		Title

		Final Report



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		Two months after the project period

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The Final Report will follow the instructions in the LLP-Handbook and contain a public and a confidential part, it this project, however, the confidential part (apart from the finance part) will also be published from the project website to ensure full project transparency.


The public part will describe the project's objectives and results, as measured against the work plan, how they were achieved, how they will be exploited and how they contribute to EU policies. 


The Confidential Part presents information about the management of the project, the contract and the finances.





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category

3

		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		16

		10

		0

		40

		66

		Project coordinator and coordination of the SDE tasks.


Preparing documents and reports and ongoing monitoring of project expenses and activities.


Prepare project meetings and workshops (agendas and minutes)


Write DK biannual reports, compile the joint partnership biannual reports, Progress Report, and Final Report. 


Ongoing contact with and feedback to project partners.  Contacts to external quality evaluator, and EACEA.


Participate in two EACEA meetings per year



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		4

		5

		0

		20

		29

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on Arabic use, dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		8

		2

		0

		20

		30

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Main coordination with Eurocall.


Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		16

		5

		0

		20

		41

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities covering national and transnational activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(5)

		UK

		Eurocall

		1

		0

		0

		20

		21

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Prepare partnership participation in the two conferences with project exhibition stand, pre-conference workshop, project materials in conference bags, and ensure possibility of interviewing conference participants.


Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		4

		5

		0

		20

		29

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities (distance teaching and onsite), milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		8

		0

		0

		20

		28

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		8

		10

		0

		10

		28

		Prepare biannual reports with focus on dissemination and exploitation activities, milestones, and resources spent. Submit materials and documentation for PR and FR



		Total

		

		

		

		65

		37

		0

		170

		272

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The project coordination will build on active participation from partners; decisions will be based on consensus among partners; where such cannot be found the external QM will assist as referee.


The project is based on peer reviews between partners. Most communication will be through e-mail lists, shared documents (Dropbox and Huddle), and Facebook. F2f meetings are needed to ensure teambuilding and good transnational relations. 


The five f2f meetings will be evaluated in writing with a proforma covering aspects like transnational cooperation, partner feedback, time management, whether or not partner ideas been taken into account, input from partners, have contents been well matched, etc.


The biannual reports from all partners ensure the transparency of the partnership work and enable monitoring and QM. Upon approval of reports the partners receive next part of their grant.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The WP costs include travel expenses and some of the staff days for 14 participants to the five project workshops two of these will involve EuroCall with one extra person. Also five meetings at the EACEA are anticipated.


To save travel costs two project meetings are planned to coincide with EuroCall conferences, three meetings are in Brussels, Valencia, and Ulster. Most venues served by Norwegian, Ryanair, and Easyjet. The “per diems” needed have been applied below ceilings. 



The differences in the number of workdays required for management reflect the different tasks and extension of work per partner:


SDE has project management & external reporting with staff involved in development and pilot testing, piloting courses through the associated partners to ensuring involvement of teachers from Grundvig and LdV sectors. 


P5 (Eurocall) is responsible for ensuring exhibition space at two Eurocall conferences, preparing locations for pre-conference workshops and mailing lists to participants. This limited project responsibility is reflected in the number of overall staff days where only one more WP has staff days allocated P5. Non-paid Eurocallers will enhance the input of Eurocall in dissemination and exploitation work packages





G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		2

		Work package title

		Quality Assurance



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		1

		End


Month number

		30




		Duration


in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The quality assurance and management will be done with both internal QM and External quality assessment.


At the first meeting each partner will select a member for a “quality control group”, that group will be responsible for monitoring quality throughout the project and at all meetings summarize the results and suggest possible improvements / amendments whenever needed. During the first meeting the group will decide on a list of quality parameters that can be used for testing the level of success during the project.


The internal quality management will be based on monitoring activities and milestones. Two times per year each partner will submit a report reflecting activities, milestones, achievement, and resources used. Delivery and achievement will be checked against the work plan milestones as part of all project meetings / workshops.


The content quality will be assessed by the pilot and test teams as well as registered end users in a sequence of peer-review assessment resulting in the final products at the end of the project funded period. The different stages of the development will be assessed during the project workshops.


External quality evaluation will be procured at project start up. Probable contractor is Gareth Long, who used to be a section manager at the BAT/TAO (predecessor of the EACEA).


At the kick-off workshop the external quality assessor and the “quality control group” will finalize the explicit quality management plan followed by partnership decisions of the indicators for success, e.g. number of teachers from target groups who have been involved in a testing cycle, articles approved for publishing, level of satisfaction from end users, etc.


The external evaluator will use the biannual partnership reports and will receive the project outputs in a sequence from alpha versions through beta versions to final products. He will take part in a minimum of two project workshops and will also be included in e-mail correspondences for monitoring of partnership activity.


The external evaluator will be responsible for giving feedback to the partnership after each biannual report has been received, for approving of each of the partner’s reports (thus releasing that next part of the grant), and for making recommendations that can be used for corrective actions to ensure best possible results. 


A summary quality report with indicators of project achievements, objectives, partnership, transnational cooperation, impact on target group, and the targeted LLL-priorities, will be made by the external quality evaluator after 14 months (for the PR and for making improvements) and three months before end of the project funded period (for the FR + this is the last chance for making corrections and improvements pointed to by the report)


Success criteria: Detailed quality plan approved at first meeting, indicators and milestones met throughout the project lifetime, reports approved and corrective actions taken







G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		5



		Title

		Initial quality report



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		Three months into project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report from the external quality assessor summarizing the project kick-off activities and matching these with the project aims and objectives. The report will focus on the transnational cooperation quality of the partnership as well as plans for including the target group during the development cycles to ensure suitability of the outcomes.








		Deliverable number

		6



		Title

		Interim quality report



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		14 months into project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report from the external quality assessor summarizing activities during the first 14 months and matching these with the project aims and objectives and impact on LLL priorities. The report will also grade the partnership transnational cooperation quality and how the target group has been directly involved during the development cycles.








		Deliverable number

		7



		Title

		Final quality report



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Report



		Delivery date

		27 months into project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report from the external quality assessor reflecting the project activities, matching milestones and deliveries with actual outputs, as well as the partnership transnational character. 


The report will summarize the aims and objectives and impact on LLL priorities, how the target group has been included during the project, the exploitation activities, and plans for future valorization of the results.


The report is to serve as a tool for the final corrective actions, and improvements before the Final Report and closure of the funded period. 








G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		2

		5

		

		

		7

		SDE is responsible for procuring the external quality evaluator and in cooperation with the internal “quality control group” becomes the hub for ongoing quality control; collection and compilation of biannual reports from partners, check of milestones at workshops, and contact to external evaluator.


SDE is responsible for the ongoing reporting of the quality control, makes the QM results online every half year for project transparency, and compiles the data needed for the PR and FR.


SDE takes part in the peer review assessment needed for software development.



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		2

		5

		

		

		7

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		2

		5

		

		

		7

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the SMO team, which is responsible for the online system development



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		2

		5

		

		

		7

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		P(5)

		UK

		Eurocall

		

		

		

		2

		2

		Reports the progress of preparation for the conference stand and pre-conference workshop to SDE and the quality control group.



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		2

		5

		

		

		7

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		2

		5

		

		

		7

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the SMO team, which is responsible for the online system development



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		2

		5

		

		

		7

		Has one member of the quality control group, peer reviews the two teams responsible for development of the course book and the pilot courses



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		14

		35

		0

		2

		51

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The quality control group, which will be established during the first meeting, will have overall responsibility for QM decisions. If needed the group makes decisions by voting, in case of equal votes the lead partner has higher weight.


Between meetings the group communicates through “huddle.net”, which enables file sharing, discussion fora, and automatically notifying members about input and replies. The external quality assessor takes part in the online “huddle.net” communication.


The group compiles the list of measurable milestones / quality parameters to be decided during the kick-off workshop and check the project progress every six months matching results with the quality list/plan. Where needed the group suggests plans for improvements. 





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(1) SDE

		Approximately 30

		External Quality Evaluation / Assessment



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The external quality control is needed to ensure an objective insight into the progress of the project towards achieving goals and objectives. Procurement of the evaluator will follow the “guidelines for applicants”. The cost is estimated to 14.000 EUR as it also includes travelling to a minimum of two project workshops.


The lead partner has 27 staff days, the difference between that partner and the other partners (average is 6 staff days) is due to the ongoing compilation of QM results that will be made available from the project website to facilitate full project transparency and also the extra work due to reporting (PR and FR), also the five meetings at the EACEA will likely be based on QM reporting / summarizing.


The WP costs include parts of two workshops / meeting, i.e. the first project workshop (in Brussels) and the September workshop (2012) that have special focus on QM. 








G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		3

		Work package title

		Website and communication platforms



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		1

		End


Month number

		30




		Duration


in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		Setting up the project website with main structure, sample content, texts and video, registration pages for e-mail lists, and links to possible clustering projects


Launching the project web portal will be based on merging with and restructuring / redesigning the existing website www.languages.dk 


The website will need near daily editing and updates due to the nature of the site with registered users who submit materials etc. Regular updating and extensions also ensures a high score in search engines.


The site is constantly monitored and log files checked for possible clues to improvements that may result in more visitors (in January 2011, not the busiest time for a website with the vacation period overlapping, the number of unique visitors – not just hits - exceeded 5.800).


All project outcomes, newsletters, reports etc. are placed in the website to ensure project transparency, there will be no password protected areas.


Succes criteria: 


Number of documented unique visitors over the 30 months project period exceeds 100.000. 


Search engines have the site on first result page when searching for relevant combinations of CLIL tools, methods, and languages


All project outcomes available for free from the site


Total transparency of project by having all documents e.g. this application openly accessible from the site








G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		8



		Title

		Project website



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Website



		Delivery date

		1

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The project website will advertise and describe the project to the main target group (language teachers). It will also contain ready to use learning materials for Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish thus serving the secondary target group (language learners)


The site will have regular updates and extension of content. The website is merged with the existing POOLS website which has a substantial amount of materials the mere size of the website ensures a high listing in search engines and a critical mass of information that makes users visit and revisit.


The site has 800+ registered users all of whom are language teachers or student teachers  from all four LLL/KA2 sectors.





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		0

		25

		

		

		25

		SDE hosts and manages the website. SDE is responsible for ensuring new materials and content, including contacts to likely clustering projects. SDE will provide materials and exercises suitable for learning Danish to attract teachers and learners of Danish to the site.



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		0

		5

		

		

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials to attract teachers and learners of Arabic to the site.



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		0

		5

		

		

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials to attract teachers and learners of Spanish to the site.



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		0

		5

		

		

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials to attract teachers and learners of Lithuanian to the site.



		

		P(5)

		UK

		Eurocall

		0

		0

		0

		0

		0

		Eurocall executive team (non-paid members, therefore no staff days) will provide the site with information on the upcoming conferences



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		0

		5

		

		

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials to attract teachers and learners of Scottish Gaelic and English to the site.



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		0

		5

		

		

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials to attract teachers and learners of Irish Gaelic to the site.



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		0

		5

		

		

		5

		Responsible for checking that materials have been added and / or updated, and provide sample materials to attract teachers and learners of Portuguese to the site.



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		70

		

		

		70

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The WP-lead partner SDE will update and maintain the website peer-reviewed by the other partners. Consensus about the site content will be achieved through online debate (using huddle.net and the email list). The site content will be revisited at all project workshops for approval and/or to gather suggestions for changes. Ongoing monitoring from the peer-reviewing partners and the quality control group should also ensure that the site is up-to-date and attractive to end users. The site log-files will be monitored every week to verify the target group (frequency of visits, search words used to reach the site, and number of pages downloaded by each visitor)





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The project website and blog make use of an existing server (hosted at Justhost.com) so no hardware needs to be purchased. The hosting server and domain (languages.dk) have been pre-paid for 48 months. The number of workdays reflects the estimated staff work needed for running a site with a massive content, high number of registering users and members, and frequent updates. All partners provide materials for the website and blog and peer-review the content.





G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		4

		Work package title

		 Social networks / media



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		2

		End


Month number

		30

		Duration


in number of months

		29



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The WP-lead partner MPRC will setup a Facebook group, a Twitter account, a Linkedin group (under Webheads in Action), and a blog dedicated to the “tools” project. 


The purpose of using social media in the project is to enable direct involvement of the target group which can ensure valued feedback and advice during the project lifetime, as well as becoming a vehicle for valorizationvalidation of the results.


The Facebook group will invite language teachers from other Facebook groups / communities as members of the group. There will be no restriction (apart from moderation to prevent advertisement of unsuitable content etc.) for group members to participate in the debates. The existing email list of language teachers (+800) will also be used to attract new members. The input from these external members (the project target group) will be fed back to project coordination and the teams to improve the project outcomes. 


MPRC and SDE will actively make use of the Webheads Linkedin group and setup a dedicated sub-group for the tools project in order to disseminate the project and to recruit language teachers for the online pilot courses. The Webhead courses will be continued after the project period.


MPRC will set up a Wordpress blog with the main purpose to advertise dissemination and exploitation events (the pilot courses and workshops). MPRC will search in other blogs for similar language teacher communities in order to invite these to visit the project blog.


Twitter has rarely been used for project dissemination, but MPRC will investigate how best to use this growing media / service in the project with frequent tweets to our end users.


The social media selected will demand an active online presence with daily replies / answers to questions. As new possible media arrive during the 30 months project period these will also, whenever possible, be applied by the project.


The active participation of online communities (representing the target group of teachers) will work towards improving outcomes to match the target group and the secondary target group (language learners), dissemination of results and exploitation / valorisation after the funded period.







G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		9



		Title

		Project Facebook group, twitter, blogs, Linkedin and more



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Online Social groups



		Delivery date

		3

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The web based services / social groups will be used to get direct feedback from the project end users. Active participation of the social online communities (representing the target group of teachers) will make it possible to improve the project outcomes so they both match the teachers and their students.


The use of social medias also works towards sustainability, dissemination of results and valorisation after the funded period.

The existing email list of language teachers (+800) will be used to recruit members to the social networks and invitations will be submitted to language teacher groups found in the different social media. Their input will be used by the teams to improve the project outcomes. 


The social media selected will demand an active online presence with daily replies / answers to questions. As new possible media arrive during the 30 months project period these will also, whenever possible, be applied by the project.








G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		0

		75

		

		

		75

		Has the main role in setting up the social groups and blog, and more importantly, keep the communities active on a daily basis through input and immediate feedback to the end users.



		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Monitor the Facebook, Linkedin groups and provide input for the groups. Participate in the blogging and follow the tweets



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		0

		5

		

		

		5

		Monitor the Facebook, Linkedin groups and provide input for the groups. Participate in the blogging and follow the tweets



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		0

		4

		

		

		4

		Peer review the partners in their blogging and follow the tweets



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Monitor the Facebook, Linkedin groups and provide input for the groups. Participate in the blogging and follow the tweets



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		0

		4

		

		

		4

		Peer review the partners in their blogging and follow the tweets



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		0

		15

		

		

		15

		Monitor the Facebook, Linkedin groups and provide input for the groups. Participate in the blogging and follow the tweets on a daily basis to keep the communities active through input and immediate feedback to the end users.



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		123

		

		

		123

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		MPRC has main responsibility for keeping the social media active, the other partners will assist and peer-review MPRC giving advice whenever possible. Decisions on taking up new media are made by MPRC after online consultations with the other teams. 


MPRC also has a role of “animator”, which means this team has to keep the other teams active in using the media as it is important with social media to have a certain level of minimum activity; if the level of input and replies falls below a certain threshold all activities tend to grind to a halt.

MPRC will present the activities and progress (with recruiting new members to the groups and making these active) at the partnership workshops as part of the quality control.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The substantial number of staff days, especially to the LT partner, is needed to ensure that the chosen social online media will be kept active and attractive to our end users. This is an important part of the project to get in direct contact with as many language teachers as possible and have them test and use the online service, which is being developed by the project. 


MPRC as lead partner has the largest number of staff days, but to generate the level of activity across three different social media. To ensure that this happens, 75 staff days are needed (between 0.5 and 1 hour’s work per day during the project).





G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		5

		Work package title

		Alpha cycle development



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		1

		End


Month number

		6

		Duration


in number of months

		6



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The ideas and a first prototype for the online service will be presented and demonstrated to the pilot and evaluation teams at the kick-off workshop where participants experiment and work with the tool. After testing and experiments the teams prepare a task sheets describing features, behaviour, and interface for the proposed system and the output (the generated webpages for language learning)


Following the first workshop the software developer Caoimhín Ó Donnaíle (SMO expert on PHP and JavaScript programming) compiles the website system layers mainly based on PHP coding with Javascript to enhance the user interface. The on-going development will be continuously documented, step by step in an online log.


The software development is monitored, peer reviewed, and assisted by Ana Gimeno (UPV), Keith Beckett (Ulster), Dr Caoimhín Ó Dónaill (Ulster), and Kent Andersen (SDE software developer).

As soon as the online development system becomes available for alpha testing it will on a weekly basis be tested by all the teams (except Eurocall) with immediate reporting of errors to SMO. Based on the feedback from the testing teams, the software engineer will compile a log with proposals for improvements to be used in the next development phase.


After several cycles of error reporting and suggestions for improvement followed by software development in the first six months, the system will have reached the beta stage.


Quality indicator (after 6 months): 


The system is operational and can convert texts into webpages with support for content rich media where all words are linked to online dictionaries. 


The resulting webpages make use of Unicode characters (UTF8).





G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		10



		Title

		Twitter-log



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Log file with suggested improvements and description of implementation



		Delivery date

		Ongoing throughout the project lifetime

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Step by step ongoing documentation of the software development including error reporting, suggestions for improvement, and implementation. The log file will also contain the algorithm behind the online service and will enable future development by the open source communities.








		Deliverable number

		11



		Title

		Beta version of the online service



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Web based sotware



		Delivery date

		6 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Beta version of the proposed online service, which after six months has reached the beta stage (i.e. it is functional, but still needs to be improved). The service allows teachers to create webpages for learners of Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish where all words are linked to a large suite of online dictionaries in 100+ languages. 


In the six months period the system has mainly been tested by the participating teams, but it is now ready for more substantial piloting by teachers from the Erasmus, Grundtvig, and LdV sectors. The resulting outcomes created by the teachers will be tested by language learners from all three sectors.







G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		

		95

		2

		

		

		Software and system authoring


Coordination of task


Setting up twitter log


Testing system



		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		

		25

		2

		

		

		Assist with original algorithm from the desktop version


design and programming advice


Peer review software development


Pilot testing the system



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		

		4

		

		

		

		Test of system and feedback to programmers 



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		

		5

		

		

		

		Peer review software development


Pilot testing the system



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		

		20

		

		

		

		Assist with compilation of requirements


Test of system and feedback to programmers. Pilot testing first outputs in classes.



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		

		14

		2

		

		

		Content and programming advice


Assist with debugging


Peer review software development


Pilot testing the system



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		

		12

		

		

		

		Assist with compilation of feature requirements


Test of system and feedback to programmers regarding accented fonts



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		175

		6

		

		181

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The core programming will be done by SMO, but other teams have active roles with peer-reviewing the work and assisting with their software experience. All teams (-Eurocall) test the system and give feedback to SMO on an ongoing basis (i.e. at least once per week, but it is expected to be on a near daily basis) making use of Huddle.net and an e-mail list.


The twitter log will document / report the work done by SMO and the supporting teams. 


The progress with the system will be presented through social media like language teacher Facebook groups to gain access to the target group outside the partnership.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The software programming will be done by SMO assisted by SDE, UPV, and Ulster. The online system and its outputs will be tested by all teams this explain the difference in number of staff days. where SMO has the largest share.


The WP cost includes a local server (2097€ after applied depreciation), which is needed for the ongoing software development. The system will be tested by the teams from a hosted service (multidict.net) It is not possible to have ongoing development and testing on the same machine, as this would generate a sequence of “false” error reports. At the end of each programming sequence the system can be uploaded to the hosting service to be tested.


It is the aim of the development that the online service can be used from mobile devices like an iPad or similar “tablets”. The units are needed in order to test the suitability of the system for authoring on tablets and also to demonstrate the system to the target group and language learners. To enable substantial testing and dissemination to the target group each teams has to have two “tablets” costing 392€ each (after applied depreciation), the tablets suggested are iPad or Acer in cheapest configuration as there is little / no need for large memory and e.g. GSM network cards.


The WP includes part of the travel costs for the kick-off workshop. 







G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		6

		Work package title

		Beta cycle development



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		7

		End


Month number

		18

		Duration


in number of months

		12



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		After six project months when the system has reached the beta stage (i.e. it is operational and can be used by the target group) it will be piloted by language teachers to produce learning materials in Arabic, Danish, English, Irish Gaelic, Scottish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish. 


The output (language learning webpages) will be tested by learners, and based on feedback from them, recommendations for improvements or new functions will be compiled.


The beta development is planned for 12 months in cycles of compiling suggestions for improvement (based on feedback from the target group and learners from the three sectors) and software programming to implement suggested / needed changes. During this period each team (except Eurocall) is responsible for producing a minimum of 20 online learning units that will be tested by learners (SMO and Ulster will together also produce 20 units in English). 


Quality indicators: 


-After 14 months of the project period: 160 ready to use online learning units in the project languages.


-After 18 months of the project period) The system has reached the near final version and can convert texts into webpages with support for content rich media where all words are linked to online dictionaries. The resulting webpages make use of Unicode characters (UTF8) and supports “right to left” texts (E.g. Arabic).







G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		12



		Title

		Online Language Learning units



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Web based language learning units



		Delivery date

		14 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Target languages

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The online service, which enables teachers to create online webpages for learners of Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish, will be used for developing 160 online ready to use language learning units, i.e. a minimum of 20 in each of the target languages. Each unit will be a webpage where all words are linked to a large suite of online dictionaries in 100+ languages. 


The resulting webpages created by the teachers will be tested by language learners from all three target sectors.








		Deliverable number

		13



		Title

		“Final” version of the online service



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Web based authoring system



		Delivery date

		18 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Target languages

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The final version of the proposed online service, which after 18 project months has reached a stage where only minor corrections are expected. The service enables teachers to create online webpages for learners of Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish where all words are linked to a large suite of online dictionaries in 100+ languages. The author can select the output to become live online immediately ,ready to use by the students or download the webpage for later upload to a network or website.


In the 12 months duration of this WP the system has been substantially tested by teachers from the Erasmus, Grundtvig, and LdV sectors. The resulting webpages created by the teachers have been tested by language learners from all three sectors.





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		

		110

		4

		

		

		Software and system authoring


Coordination of task


updating twitter log


Testing system


Create learning units



		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		

		40

		4

		

		

		Peer review software development


Programming assistance


Match algorithm and output


Pilot testing the system


Create learning units



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		

		18

		

		

		

		Test of system and feedback to programmers


Create learning units 



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		

		20

		

		

		

		Peer review software development


Pilot testing the system


Create learning units



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		

		40

		

		

		

		Ongoing tests in classes of outputs


Reporting bugs


Feedback from pilot testing the authoring system


Test of system and feedback to programmers


Create learning units



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		

		15

		4

		

		

		Peer review software development, assist with upload system.


Pilot testing the system


Create learning units



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		

		40

		

		

		

		Ongoing tests in classes of outputs


Reporting bugs


Feedback from pilot testing the authoring system


Test of system and feedback to programmers


Create learning units



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		283

		12

		

		295

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The core programming is the responsibility of SMO. SDE, Ulster, and UPV have the tasks of peer-reviewing the work and assisting with software development experience. Ulster will assist with coding the system for immediate online deployment of the webpages produced by the system.


All teams (except Eurocall) test the system and produce learning units followed by feedback to SMO on an ongoing basis (i.e. at least once per week, but it is expected to be on a near daily basis) making use of Huddle.net and an e-mail list.


The resulting learning units will be tested by learners across the partnership coming from all three sectors, this will be used to fine tune the online system output.


The online and public twitter log will document the progress made by the teams. 


The progress with the system and the developed sample units will be presented at the 2nd and 3rd workshops, this includes presenting it to Eurocall participants to gain access to the target group outside the partnership.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The numbers of staff days per partner reflect the different tasks needed in the 12 month period of intensive work with software development and production of 160 ready to use language learning units in Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish.


The hardware acquired in the previous work package will be used throughout the project lifespan and is essential for the testing and development in this specific WP.


The WP includes partial costs for two workshops and participation in the Eurocall 2012 conference where the online service will be demonstrated and showcased. The Eurocall attendees will be interviewed to gather information and suggestions for system improvements and the partnership will recruit new testers / users from the target group. Eurocall has staff days and travel costs needed to prepare for the project presentation at the conference.





G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		7

		Work package title

		DIY videos



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		14

		End


Month number

		17



		Duration


in number of months

		4



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		Planning video with instructions on using of the online authoring system, Script for recordings with outline of shooting lists, The script file containing layout and shooting list is shared online through huddle.net for editing and commenting. 

Onsite recording in Odense followed by streaming video to be the base for online editing.  DK transcribes the recording clips and makes initial preparation for subtitles in English as an online shared document for editing and proofreading 

Creation of English subtitle script and time coding the script in TitleFactory The time coded English script is shared 

online and translated into Arabic, Danish, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish


The final video is mastered using Encore and Title Factory, the results are streamed from the project website / Youtube for peer reviews and also acts as promotional material that can attract more users from the target group.





G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		14



		Title

		Do It Yourself Videos



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Instructions on video



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		DA, EN, ES, LT, and PT



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Videos demonstrating how to use the online system for authoring content rich language learning webpages and how to automatically make the output live online. The videos will show sample output as appetizers for the language teacher. The videos will be available online and as DVDs





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		

		10

		

		

		10

		Video recording and editing. Prepare time coded subtitle document, translation into DK



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		

		4

		

		

		4

		Planning video storyboard and text scripts (transcription).


Peer-review and translation of texts for subtitling into Arabic



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		

		2

		

		

		2

		Translation of texts for subtitling into Spanish



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		

		5

		

		

		5

		Peer-review video storyboard and text scripts and time coding
translation of texts for subtitling into Lithuanian



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		

		2

		

		

		2

		Peer-review of video and editing English text script



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		

		2

		

		

		2

		Peer-review of video and editing English text script



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		

		5

		

		

		5

		Peer-review video storyboard and text scripts and time coding
translation of texts for subtitling into Portuguese



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		30

		

		

		30

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The video outline will be presented at the second workshop. The script and shooting lists will be shared online through huddle.net for collaborative editing and creating the story board. The different video steps will be presented through Youtube and when finally approved by the partnership the last edit will take place and the time coded subtitle script will be produced and translated into DA, EN, ES, LT, and PT. Decisions and final approving will be done through online collaboration. The resulting DVD will be presented at the third project workshop.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The budget for the DIY video work package only has staff costs. SDE already has the needed equipment (camera and editing workstation) and software to produce the videos as well as a DVD copy & printing machine. The cost for DVD production is covered in the dissemination WP.





G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		8

		Work package title

		Guide for pedagogical application of the service and outputs



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		13

		End


Month number

		18

		Duration


in number of months

		6



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The partnership will prepare a brief course book describing how to use the authoring system and its output in a pedagogical context (CLIL, VOLL, and TBL). The course book will be based on examples and case studies and will cover application of the outcomes in the three target sectors (Erasmus, Grundtvig, and Leonardo).


The book (in .pdf and as eBook) will be disseminated to the +800 registered end users and through the website, social media (Facebook et al) for comments and feedback

The book will be produced in English and finally translated / adapted into Danish, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish.


Quality indicator (after 18 months): The course book is available in Danish, English, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish







G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		15



		Title

		Course book



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Book in .pdf and eBook versions



		Delivery date

		18 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		Danish, English, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		A brief course book describing how to use the authoring system and its output in a pedagogical context (CLIL, VOLL, and TBL). The course book will have examples describing how to use the outcomes in the three target sectors (Erasmus, Grundtvig, and Leonardo).


The book (in .pdf and as eBook) will be disseminated to the +800 registered end users and through the website, and social media (Facebook etc.) for comments and feedback








G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		

		15

		

		

		

		UPV will together with MPRC and Ulster prepare the outline for the course book.


After approval of content from the other teams UPV and Ulster write the course book peer reviewed by the other partners. Translation of the final version into Spanish



		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		

		5

		

		

		

		Peer-review of MPRC, UPV and Ulster during compilation of course book. Translation of the final version into Danish



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		

		5

		

		

		

		Peer-review of MPRC, UPV and Ulster during compilation of course book. 



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		

		25

		

		

		

		Collect case studies from the other partners to cover all three target sectors.


Peer-review of UPV and Ulster during compilation of course book. Translation of the final version into Lithuanian



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		

		5

		

		

		

		Peer-review of MPRC, UPV and Ulster during compilation of course book. 



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		

		10

		

		

		

		Ulster will together with UPV prepare the outline for the course book using case studies from the other partners to cover all three target sectors. After approval of content from the other teams UPV and Ulster write the course book peer reviewed by the other partners.



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		

		10




		

		

		

		Peer-review of MPRC to ensure the case stories cover the target sectors, Peer review UPV and Ulster during compilation of course book. Translation of the final version into Portuguese



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		75

		

		

		

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The WP-lead partner UPV will together with MPRC and Ulster propose the course book content based on case studies collected and chosen by MPRC from the partnership. The two authoring teams are peer-reviewed by the other partners. Consensus about the content will be achieved through online debate (using huddle.net and the email list). 

Ongoing monitoring from the peer-reviewing partners and the quality control group should ensure that the content covers the three chosen sectors and demonstrate the use of the authoring system output in a pedagogical context based on VOLL, CLIL, and TBL





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The course book WP budget only has staff costs. The majority of staff days for the book are allocated to the two authoring teams, but all teams have tasks in the WP in relation to delivering case studies and peer-reviewing the authoring teams. SDE, MPRC, Evora, and UPV have staff days allocated for the final translation. SDE is responsible for layout and final compilation into eBook / .pdf format





G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		9

		Work package title

		Development of course module



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		13

		End


Month number

		18

		Duration


in number of months

		6



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The proposed online service will be easy to use with examples and do it yourself videos so the main objective for the courses is how to apply the online language learning content (produced through the service) in a pedagogically sound way. The final courses will also ensure substantial exploitation in the last project year and work towards valorization of results after the project funded period.


The teams from MPRC, UPV and Ulster will prepare the pedagogical design of exploitation courses, they will be peer reviewed by CLIL and VOLL experts from Evora and SDE to ensure that the outcome matches all three target sectors.


When the partnership has approved the courses they will be piloted by all the partners (except Eurocall) as in-service courses mainly serving the teachers within the partner organisations and their associated partners. 


A pilot course will also be offered by SDE as an online only course through “Webheads”  (webheadsinaction.org) to start testing and receiving feedback from outside the partnership during the pilot stage.


Based on feedback from course participants the courses will be edited / improved ready for the exploitation phase starting 18 months into the project.







G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		16



		Title

		Course module



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Guideline for courses on authoring and deploying the learning content in a pedagogical context.



		Delivery date

		Final version 18 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Course description showing how to run teacher training courses on using the online system covering (i) how teachers using mobile devices or computers can create content rich webpages for language learning that are automatically stored online for immediate use by learners and (ii) how to apply the resulting language learning webpages in classes making use of VOLL, CLIL, and TBL methods.





		Deliverable number

		17



		Title

		Pilot courses



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Teacher courses on authoring and deploying the learning content in a pedagogical context.



		Delivery date

		First courses 14 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		Danish, English, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Courses teaching the teachers how to use the online system with mobile devices and/or computers. The resulting online system will be easy to use so the core content of the course will be how to apply the resulting language learning webpages in classes making use of VOLL, CLIL, and TBL methods





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		

		20

		

		

		20

		MPRC will assisted by UPV and prepare the outline for the courses. After approval of content from the other teams MPRC write the course guide peer reviewed by the other partners. Translation of the final version into Lithuanian and piloting the course.






		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		

		5

		

		

		5

		Peer-review of MPRC during compilation of course. Translation of the final version into Danish and piloting the course.



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		

		5

		

		

		5

		Peer-review of MPRC during compilation of course and piloting the course 



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV




		

		8

		

		

		8

		UPV will assist MPRC preparing the outline for the courses. 


Translation of the final version into Spanish and piloting the course.



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		

		5

		

		

		5

		Peer-review of MPRC during compilation of the course and piloting the course. 



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		

		5

		

		

		5

		Peer-review of MPRC during compilation of the course and piloting the course.



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		

		6

		

		

		6

		Peer-review MPRC with focus on CLIL during compilation of the course guide. Translation of the final version into Portuguese and piloting the course



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		54

		

		

		54

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The WP-lead partner MPRC will, together with UPV, propose the course content. The authoring team is peer-reviewed by the other partners. Consensus about the content will be achieved through online debate (using huddle.net and the email list). 

Ongoing monitoring from the peer-reviewing partners and the quality control group should ensure that the content covers the three chosen sectors and demonstrates the use of the authoring system output in a pedagogical context based on VOLL, CLIL, and TBL





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The course content will be worked with and approved as part of a project workshop, but the main cost is staff days.  The course cannot be delivered without the equipment purchased in the first project year (described as part of the Alpha development WP).


The majority of staff days for the book are allocated to the authoring team, but all teams have responsibilities in the WP in relation to peer-reviewing the authoring team and piloting the test course. SDE, MPRC, Evora, and UPV have staff days allocated for translation.  








G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		10

		Work package title

		Transnational dissemination



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		1

		End


Month number

		30

		Duration


in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		This WP deals with dissemination outside the partnership countries. The WP leader MPRC will, through EfVET (European Forum of Vocational Education and Training), ensure dissemination to the LdV sector across Europe (Rasa Zygmantaite is a member of the EfVET Steering Committee) and present the project at two EfVET conferences with workshops / round table presentations, through articles in the EfVET newsletter, the EfVET website, and at SC meetings. As a member of the SC she also takes part in fora  with policy makers where EfVET is being consulted on VET issues.


Contacts have already been made with several language teaching colleages who may even assist us with substantial dissemination beyondEurope e.g. Noël Muylle (Emeritus General Director of the European Commission) who is involved in/questioned on "technology" involved in teaching and learning languages, systems of e-learning and teaching for Africa where he is setting up MA programmes for conference translators and interpreters.

All the project partner institutions are involved in international projects where the tools project will be disseminated.


The partnership will make use of associated partners outside our own countries, e.g. In the Republic of Ireland St. Patrick’s College Drumcondra (Dublin), Mary Immaculate College, University of Limerick, National University of Ireland Maynooth and Department of Oriental Studies, University of Latvia, Center of Oriental Studies, Vilnius University, and Faculty of Oriental Studies, University of Warsaw.


The Worldcall conference in 2013 will be used to present the project to teachers internationally (involved in CALL) through a workshop and exhibition of outcomes.


The project will be presented at two Eurocall conferences (2012 and 2013) with “Show and Tell” demonstrations, showcasing the outcomes from an exhibition stand, consultations, and a pre-conference workshop (2013)


Dissemination will make use of the project website languages.dk (+50.000 unique visitors per year), social networks (separate WP), and entries in discussion fora.


We will search for possible clustering projects where together we can enhance dissemination impact as well as contacts to networks, e.g. The European Schoolnet (EUN), a network of 31 Ministries of Education in Europe and beyond.


Project Newsletter will be compiled four times per year summarizing events, achievements, and user feedback, it will be mailed to +800 registered language teachers, the EfVET network (1500 VET colleges), The CECE network in Spain (2200 schools presenting all four LLL sectors), and Eurocall members.


The project brochures (compiled during the first workshop) and newsletters will be handed out at conferences across Europe.


Success criteria: 


+100.000 unique website visitors during the 2.5 years, 


A position on page one in search engines e.g. when searching for language teaching tools, VOLL, TBL, and CLIL


2000 Brochures handed out


1000 registered end users





G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		18



		Title

		Project Newsletters



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Newsletters



		Delivery date

		At project start-up and every three months

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The ten planned project newsletters will present the work in progress, link to sample output from the online authoring system, project events, the pilot courses, and examples of everyday project life from the partnership, e.g. students working with materials developed during the project. News of clustering projects etc.







		Deliverable number

		19



		Title

		Project brochures



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Brochures



		Delivery date

		Three months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The project brochures will present the project aims and objectives and reach out to our target group, and invite language teachers to take an active role in the project through testing and giving the teams feedback.





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		0

		40

		

		

		40

		Coordinate overall transnational dissemination, prepare and translate the brochures into LT, disseminate at two EfVET conference with workshops and in SC meetings, compile articles for the EfVET newsletter, write articles for the project newsletter, present project at two Eurocall conferences with workshops



		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		0

		15

		

		

		15

		Edit and compile the project newsletters, translate and compile the project brochures, update the website with news on a daily basis, present project at two Eurocall conferences, contacts to networks and teachers outside the partnership.



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		0

		4

		

		

		4

		Dissemination through associated partners involved in teaching Arabic in Poland, Lithuania, and Latvia, write entries for the project newsletter



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		0

		4

		

		

		4

		Translate the brochures into Spanish, compile articles for the Eurocall Review (newsletter), write entries for the project newsletter



		

		(P5)

		UK

		Eurocall

		0

		

		

		8

		8

		Organise the project presentation at two Eurocall conferences.



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		0

		4

		

		

		4

		Translate the brochures into Scottish Gaelic, write articles for the project newsletter



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		0

		7

		

		

		7

		Dissemination through associated partners involved in teaching Irish in the Republic, translate the brochures into Irish Gaelic, write articles for the project newsletter, present project at Worldcall conference



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Translate the brochures into Portuguese, assist with editing and write articles for the project newsletters, present project with workshops at two Eurocall conferences



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		Dissemination is a main focus point at all project meetings with each partner summarizing the results and plans for future events. Also the biannual partner reports have a dedicated section with dissemination activities.


The lead partner for transnational dissemination, MPRC, is responsible for monitoring the dissemination activities of all the partners and reporting the status at all meetings to the Quality Control Group. The external QM assessor has a dedicated task to monitor and grade the dissemination activities at the end of each six months period to verify that the outcomes match the milestones in the agreed explicit quality plan.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The transnational dissemination plan budget covers travel to and subsistence costs for two Eurocall conferences (19264€ + 20600€, but the cost is also shared by two partnership workshops), a Worldcall conference (832€), two EfVET conferences (2240€).


In other costs dissemination activities are presented with brochures (1000€) and dissemination materials like t-shirts, pens, DVDs etc. (2000€)


The 82 staff days match the envisaged dissemination efforts over a 30 months active project. The lead partner has more staff days than the average due to the extra activities through the EfVET network and tasks with compilation of articles. The extra staff days for the coordinator are mainly due to the newsletter editing (10 newsletters).


Conference registration costs (some are shared by the “national” dissemination WP) are estimated at 9900€





G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		11

		Work package title

		National dissemination



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		1

		End


Month number

		30



		Duration


in number of months

		30



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		Each partner is responsible for dissemination nationally. Dissemination will be registered in the biannual partnership report.


Dissemination will make use of several vehicles ranging from submitting articles for professional magazines, organizing local events for language teachers, visiting language teaching institutions, contact through the associated partners, participation in national conferences, use of national social networks, and local discussion fora. 


The project newsletter summarizing events, achievements and user feedback will be mailed to the target group and associated partners in each of the partner countries. 


Brochures, DVDs and the current newsletters will be handed out at local workshops and conferences, e.g. EfVET Denmark, CILT conference 2012 in the UK, eLearning Conference Southampton, EfVET Lithuania, Scottish Association for Language Teachers and Scottish CILT, National Association for the Teaching of English and Other Community Languages to Adults, a workshop at the University of Évora fifth annual  Conference on Languages and Translation which is attended by a broad range of language teachers from Portugal.


In each country the partnership will be in regular contact with and make use of associated partners who will in the last year be used for exploiting the results through cross country courses, these are in


Denmark: NCE (the National Centre for Vocational Teacher Education), ErhvervsuddannelsesCenter Lillebaelt, University College Lillebaelt, University of Copenhagen, University of Aarhus, VUC Odense, and VUC Vest


Lithuania: Marijampole English Teachers’ Methodology Council, Marijampole College, Marijampole Administration Department of Education, and Lithuanian Association of Innovative Schools (LIPRIA)


Scotland: Cothrom Ltd, Am Pàipear, UHI Millennium Institute


Portugal: Associação Jovens Professores do Alentejo, APPI (Associação Portuguesa dos Professores de Inglês), EPRAL (Escola Profissional da Região Alentejo), Rádio Despertar Voz de Estremoz, Fundação Luís de Molina, and EU-line

UK: Comhairle na Gaelscolaíochta and Subject Centre for Languages, Literature and Area Studies/Higher Education Academy


Quality target:


Each partner has had a minimum of two articles published in relevant professional magazines


Each partner has organised or taken part in a minimum of two national dissemination workshops with presentation of the tools project


Each partner has visited / consulted relevant teacher training or teaching institutions 


All three target sectors have been covered by dissemination in each country





G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		



		Title

		



		Type of outcome / product / results

		



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		0

		15

		

		

		15

		Coordinate overall partnership national dissemination. 


For Lithuania write newsletters and submit articles to: Dialogas (Ministry of Science and Education LT) and Marijampoles Laikrastis. 



		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Write newsletters and submit articles for Sprogforum, present project at Region Syddanmark meeting of regional language teachers, contacts to NCE, EUC-Lillebaelt, and CVU Lillebaelt



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		0

		4

		

		

		4

		Write newsletters to be mailed to the community of learning communicative Arabic in DK and a range of Scandinavian and European universities



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Contact to and prepare newsletters for: AELFE (Asociación Europea de Lenguas para Fines Específicos): European association for languages for specific purposes


AESLA (Asociación Española de Lingüística Aplicada): Spanish association for applied linguistics


ASELE (Asociación para la enseñanza del español como lengua extranjera): Association for Spanish as a foreign Language



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Submit newsletter articles to Am Paiper (Scottish community paper)


Participation in and submit presentation of project to the SALT, Scottish Association for Language Teachers and Scottish CILT



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Submit newsletter articles to AISTIR & Intouch


Participation in and submit presentation of project to the Higher Education Conference organised by CILT



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Contacts to and submit newsletter articles to: APPI (Associação Portuguesa de Professores de Inglês - Portuguese teachers of English Association),  Associação dos Jovens Professores do Alentejo (Young teachers from Alentejo region Association), Associação Portuguesa de Professores de Espanhol (Portuguese Association of teacher of Spanish), Centro de Estudos em Letras (a reseach center that joins three universities).



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		69

		

		

		69

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		As with the transnational dissemination the national Dissemination activity is a main focus point at all project meetings with each partner summarizing the results and plans for future events. Also the biannual partner reports have a dedicated section with dissemination activities.


The lead partner for transnational dissemination, MPRC, is responsible for monitoring the dissemination activities of all the partners and report the status at all meetings to the Quality Control Group. The external QM assessor has a dedicated task to monitor and grade the dissemination activities at the end of each six month period to verify that the outcomes match the milestones in the agreed explicit quality plan.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The national dissemination plan budget covers travel to, subsistence costs and registration fees for a CILT conference (604€ + 180€), the eLearning Conference Southampton (1240€ + 180€), SALT, Scottish Association for Language Teachers and Scottish CILT (1080€ +180€), National Association for the Teaching of English and Other Community Languages to Adults (1080€ + 300€). The travel costs for the Scottish partner are relatively high as the partner travelling is based on Benbecula, an island in the Outer Hebrides.

The other costs dissemination activities (described in the previous WP) with brochures (1000€) and dissemination materials like t-shirts, pens, DVDs etc. (2000€) will be shared with this WP


The 69 staff days match dissemination efforts throughout a 30 months active project. The lead partner has more staff days than the average due to the extra reporting activities.








G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		12

		Work package title

		Transnational exploitation of results



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		19

		End


Month number

		30



		Duration


in number of months

		12



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		Exploitation of the project outcomes can commence with the first pilot sequence of the courses. In the first part of the project period most exploitation takes place in the partner institutions where teachers and learners use the tool and output.


As soon as the online service is improved and becomes user friendly we shall also call on the voluntary members of POOLS (teachers who have registered at the website) to have a larger number of testers and also to observe the suitability of the product for users without introduction courses.


The project partnership will search for other VOLL, CLIL, and TBL projects and networks that may cluster with our efforts and benefit from the outcomes.


When the online authoring service has reached its final stage after 18 project months and the two course developers have finished preparing the course description accompanied with the course book 12 months before the project deadline, three partners (SDE, SDU, and Ulster) start offering/running the courses outside the partnership countries.


SDE will offer/run a series of online courses hosted / advertised through “Webheads”, making use of the Webheads services / social media.


Ulster will offer/run the course with a combination of online and onsite courses in the Republic of Ireland making use of the associated partners in the Republic: St. Patrick’s College Drumcondra (Dublin), Mary Immaculate College, University of Limerick, and National University of Ireland (Maynooth).

SDU will offer/run the course for teachers of Arabic in combinations of online and onsite courses in Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland at the Department of Oriental Studies, University of Latvia, Center of Oriental Studies, Vilnius University, and Faculty of Oriental Studies, University of Warsaw.


The full partnership will as part of the 2013 Eurocall conference offer/run the course as a pre-conference workshop.


The transnational courses will primarily target teachers from the three selected LLL sectors. The outcomes / results from the courses will ensure that a number of online language learning materials will be produced ready to use by learners from outside the partnership.


Further exploitation will also be possible as the afforementioned software algorithm and source file will be CopyLeft and “open source”, available from the project website and uploaded to relevant software communities for future continued development.


Success criteria: 

List of registered end users and cooperating clusters available at the end of the project period.


Language Learners from outside the partnership who access the free language learning resources has reached a minimum of 5000. 


Access to the learning units from the project website has resulted in a minimum of 7500 “downloads” of the produced units.





G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		20



		Title

		Exploitation report: Transnational exploitation



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Online Report



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report containing:


-list of registered end users and cooperating clusters available at the end of the project period.


-list of participants from courses


-number of language Learners from outside the partnership who access the free language learning resources, based on website logfiles
-number of downloads of learning units from the project website





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Coordinate / monitor the transnational exploitation


Run courses in the Republic using the contacts with the associated partners






		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		0

		20

		

		

		20

		Run online courses in cooperation with Webheads and MPRC


Assist SDU with the online courses for teachers of Arabic


Compile exploitation report



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		0

		18

		

		

		18

		Run online courses for teachers of Arabic in Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland using the contacts with assistance of the associated partners



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		0

		2

		

		

		2

		Assist during the pre-conference workshop at Eurocall 2013



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		0

		20

		

		

		20

		Run online courses together with SDE (and Webheads)


Run the pre-conference workshop at Eurocall 2013



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		0

		4

		

		

		4

		Assist during the pre-conference workshop at Eurocall 2013



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		0

		4

		

		

		4

		Assist during the pre-conference workshop at Eurocall 2013



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		Exploitation activities and plans are presented at all project meetings with each partner summarizing the results and plans for future events. The biannual partner reports have a dedicated section with exploitation activities and results.


The lead partner for transnational exploitation, Ulster, is responsible for monitoring the exploitation activities of all the partners and report the status at all meetings to the Quality Control Group. The external QM assessor has a dedicated task to monitor and grade the exploitation activities at the end of each six months period to verify that the outcomes match the target numbers / proposed impact.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		The WP has an estimated travel cost of 659€ for delivering courses in the Irish Republic. The courses for teachers of Arabic will be offered/run in combination with conferences and also offered as online courses.


Travel costs, per diems, and registration fees in order to deliver the Eurocall 2013 pre-conference courses are shared/covered by other WPs





G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		13

		Work package title

		Exploitation of results nationally



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		19

		End


Month number

		30



		Duration


in number of months

		12



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The exploitation targets two groups of users (teachers & their students) mainly through in-service teacher courses resulting in online language learning units using the produced online authoring system. The units will be piloted with 340 students, i.e. 140 VET students (Evora, MPRC and SDE), 40 adult learners (summer course and distance learning students at SMO), 160 University students (Evora, SDU, Ulster, and UPV).


In all the partnership countries the courses will be offered to teachers covering the selected LLL sectors (Erasmus, Leonardo, and Grundtvig). 


In the first project year the target number of teachers is 73


In the main exploitation phase (the last 12 months) the project targets to reach a minimum of 560 language teachers who will participate in the developed courses. Recruitment of the participants will make use of the associated partners and networks in: 

-Scotland: Cothrom (a community training group) 


-Lithuania: LIPRIA (Lithuanian Association of Innovative Schools), Marijampole College Pedagogical Department, the Language Teachers' section of Department of Education of Marijampole


-Denmark: NCE (the National Centre for Vocational Teacher Education), CVU-Lillebaelt (Comenius and Grundtvig areas), and EUC-Lillebaelt (Leonardo sector), the University of Aarhus, the University of Copenhagen

-Portugal APPI (Associação Portuguesa de Professores de Inglês),  Associação dos Jovens Professores do Alentejo, Associação Portuguesa de Professores de Espanhol, Centro de Estudos em Letras.

-Northern Ireland (and the Republic): INTO The Irish National Teachers’ Organisation (39,320 members).


-Spain: AELFE (Asociación Europea de Lenguas para Fines Específicos, AESLA (Asociación Española de Lingüística Aplicada), ASELE (Asociación para la enseñanza del español como lengua extranjera).


After the funded period:

The online service will continue to be offered free of charge. The website hosting and domain registration will continually be renewed (by languages.dk) so the next 48 months are covered.

The five university partners in the project will continue to offer In-service courses based on the online service and the developed CALL course after the funded period.


The courses will continue to be offered through networks and associated partners and users will continue to be supported via free online courses which will be offered on an ongoing basis through “Webheads” http://webheadsinaction.org/ 


The estimated minimum target impact in the first year following the project period is +2.000 language teachers who on a regular basis make use of the system.

Success criteria:


First year: 


-The number of teachers testing and giving feedback to the software engineering team in this period larger than 73 


Last 18 months: 


-Minimum number of learners who have accessed the language learning resources are targeted as 5000. 


-Access to the learning units from the project website is estimated to result at 7500 “downloads” of the produced units





G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		21



		Title

		Exploitation report: National exploitation



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Online Report



		Delivery date

		

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		EN



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		Report containing:


-list of registered end users from the partnership


-list of participants from national courses


-number of language Learners from the partnership countries who access the free language learning resources, based on website logfiles
-number of downloads originating from the partnership countries of learning units from the project website





G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		0

		45

		

		

		45

		As invigilator coordinate / monitor the national exploitation phase


Compile partnership national exploitation report


Run courses for Ldv, Erasmus, and Grundtvig sectors across Portugal


Submit links and descriptors of the resulting webpages to SDE



		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		0

		45

		

		

		45

		Run courses for VET teachers and teachers with adult students (Grundtvig) across Denmark.


Link to the resulting webpages from the project website categorised according to language and content. 



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		0

		10

		

		

		10

		Run courses for Erasmus sector in Copenhagen, Odense, and Aarhus. Assist VET teachers with courses utilizing the results for Arabic


Submit links and descriptors of the resulting webpages to SDE



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		0

		30

		

		

		30

		Run in-service courses for teachers from the Ldv, Erasmus, and Grundtvig sectors in Spain


Submit links and descriptors of the resulting webpages to SDE



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		0

		45

		

		

		45

		Run courses for Leonardo, Erasmus, and Grundtvig sectors across Lithuania


Submit links and descriptors of the resulting webpages to SDE



		

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		0

		45

		

		

		45

		Run courses targeting the three LLL sectors across Scotland including teachers in distance learning and the islands.


Submit links and descriptors of the resulting webpages to SDE



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		0

		45

		

		

		45

		Run courses for teachers from Leonardo, Erasmus, and Grundtvig sectors in the UK (excluding Scotland)


Submit links and descriptors of the resulting webpages to SDE 



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		265

		

		

		265

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		Exploitation activities and future plans (covering the time after the funded period) are presented at the project meetings with each partner summarizing the results and plans for future events to be approved by the partnership. The partner reports have a dedicated section with exploitation activities and results.

After each exploitation event the partner reports back to the partnership with evaluation forms and description of the outcomes / possible suggestions for improvement. To enable peer-reviews (commenting / suggestions) from the other partners.

Evora, the lead partner for partnership country exploitation, is responsible for monitoring the exploitation activities of all the partners and report the status at meetings to the Quality Control Group. The external QM assessor is responsible for monitoring and grading the exploitation activities at the end of the six months periods to verify that the outcomes match the target numbers / proposed impact as part of the final quality report.





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


		Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


The WP has travel costs estimated to 7669€ for delivering the courses across Denmark, Lithuania, Portugal, Spain, and the UK. The differences between the partners travel costs and number of staff days reflect the geographical distances in the countries and also that some partners have to cover target sectors outside their institutional networks (facilitated through the associated partners).


The 265 staff days allocated the exploitation reflect the objective of making a substantial impact on the target group in all three selected sectors.


The Spanish partner UPV will use the associated partners during the exploitation so these take an active role in exploitation delivering some of the courses supervised by UPV.








G.1 Identification 


		Work package number

		14

		Work package title

		Final cycle of online service and finalized outcomes



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results





		Start


Month number

		19

		End


Month number

		30

		Duration


in number of months

		12



		Description of the work package (limit 3000 characters)



		The online system will be “final” and “state of the art” after 18 projects months. During the remaining 12 project months, however, the substantial exploitation of the authoring service and the outputs may reveal possible bugs that have to be dealt with. Feedback from the primary target group during the courses may also indicate areas where the software can be improved. Specific weaknesses are not anticipated, this is simply an essential step in software programming. i.e. testing to distruction.


SMO, the software development lead partner, will in the last project year monitor all course reports and evaluation forms to find areas of the online service that can be improved and correct any system errors found as well as, where possible, implementing the suggested new features.


Based on feedback from the courses there may be a need for a final update and editing of the course book. This will be coordinated by the authoring teams MPRC, UPV and Ulster and result in a final edition of the book, which is translated into Danish, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish followed by graphics layout work (SDE) to result in professionally looking books (.pdf) and eBook


Quality indicators: 

-All system bugs immediately dealt with (within one staff day)


-Suggested new features implemented


-The system works with all written languages supported by UTF8 and enables creation of webpages with right-left as well as left right direction.


-The course books in Danish, English, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish have achieved an appealing look in both .pdf version and eBook format







G.2 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please add tables as necessary.


		Deliverable number

		22



		Title

		Online Language Learning units



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Web based language learning units



		Delivery date

		30 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Target languages

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		During the courses the course participants have created active webpages (all words linked to a suite of online mono-lingual and bi-lingual dictionaries) for learners of Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish. The pages will be linked to from the project website so they become available for language learners from all three target sectors.





		Deliverable number

		23



		Title

		Final version of the online service



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Web based authoring system



		Delivery date

		30 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Target languages

		Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese and Spanish



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		The final and fully error corrected version of the proposed online service, which enables teachers to create online webpages for learners of Arabic, Danish, English, Scottish Gaelic, Irish Gaelic, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish where all words are linked to a large suite of online dictionaries in +100 languages. The author can select the output to become live online immediately, ready to use by the students, or download the webpage for later upload to a network or website. 


The system has been substantially tested by teachers from the Erasmus, Grundtvig, and Leonardo sectors. The resulting webpages created by the teachers have been tested by language learners from all three sectors.





		Deliverable number

		24



		Title

		Final Course book



		Type of outcome / product / results

		Book in .pdf and eBook versions



		Delivery date

		30 months into the project

		Dissemination level

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Public

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Restricted to other programme participants (including Commission services and project reviewers)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including EACEA and Commission services and project reviewers)



		Nature

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Report

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Service / Product

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Demonstrator / Prototype


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Event

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Other



		Language versions

		Danish, English, Lithuanian, Portuguese, and Spanish



		Target languages

		



		Description (limit 1000 characters)



		A course book describing how to use the authoring system and its output in a pedagogical context (CLIL, VOLL, and TBL). The course book makes use of case studies and examples describing how to use the outcomes in the three target sectors (Erasmus, Grundtvig, and Leonardo).


The book (available in .pdf and eBook format) will be disseminated to the registered end users and through the website, and social media (Facebook etc.). The book will remain copyleft and free after the funded period, it will be offered as free downloads through eBook publishers (iBookstore.com, free-ebooks.net, ibooks.com, etc.)








G.3 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package


Please add lines as necessary.


Indicative input of consortium staff - The total number of days per staff category should correspond with the information provided in the budget tables.


		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(6)

		UK

		SMO

		

		30

		4

		

		34

		Feedback to MPRC and the other teams with results of the ongoing courses.


Based on feedback and reporting from the partner teams debug the system whenever needed.


During the first part of the final year implement suggested features in the system and the resulting webpages. In the last part of the final year no new features can be implemented as such may cause system bugs.


Final checking of the online service to ensure that all possible events (user inputs) have been catered for.



		

		P(1)

		DK

		SDE

		

		15

		4

		

		19

		Feedback to MPRC and the other teams with results of the ongoing courses


Graphic layout for the resulting final versions of the course book in five languages.


Final checking of the online service to ensure that all possible events (user inputs) have been catered for 



		

		P(2)

		DK

		SDU

		

		3

		

		

		3

		Feedback to MPRC and the other teams with results of the ongoing courses, error reporting to SMO regarding the online service and the outputs



		

		P(3)

		ES

		UPV

		

		3

		

		

		3

		Feedback to MPRC and the other teams with results of the ongoing courses, error reporting to SMO regarding the online service and the outputs



		

		P(4)

		LT

		MPRC

		

		13

		

		

		13

		Compilation of experiences gathered by the teams in the exploitation phase and based on this a final editing and update of the course guideline and course book



		

		P(7)

		UK

		Ulster

		

		3

		4

		

		7

		Final checking of the online service to ensure that all possible events (user inputs) have been catered for



		

		P(8)

		PT

		Evora

		

		3

		

		

		3

		Feedback to MPRC and the other teams with results of the ongoing courses, error reporting to SMO regarding the online service and the outputs



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		70

		12

		

		82

		





Please explain how the overall project management will be implemented making specific reference to the management structure of the partnership, how decisions will be taken and how the partnership proposes to ensure permanent and effective communication and reporting (limit 1000 characters).

		The software debugging and possible updating is the responsibility of SMO.


All teams (except Eurocall) will, through the courses, test the system and produce learning units followed by feedback to SMO and MPRC (regarding course book and course guidelines) on an ongoing basis (i.e. after each course or immediately if a bug has occurred) making use of Huddle.net and e-mail list.


The resulting learning units will be tested by learners from all three sectors, this will be used to fine tune the online system output.

The online and public twitter log will document the progress done by the teams. 





Tasks that will be subcontracted


Please add lines as necessary.


		Partner responsible for entering into a sub-contract with a sub-contractor

		N° days (where appropriate)

		Brief description of task



		P(n)

		

		



		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)", "equipment" and "other" (limit 3000 characters).


		SMO has the core part of staff days for the software development / debugging assisted by Ulster.


MPRC and SDE have staff days for the final compilation of the course book, all teams have staff days for the final translation, and SDE has staff resources for the graphic designer who will prepare the final eBook and .pdf versions.





Third country participation


(where applicable)


Please complete this section if the application includes participation from third country partner(s). It must contain only information relating to organisations in third countries and their activities.


PART H. Organisation and activities


This part must be completed separately by each third country organisation participating in the project.


Third country partner number - P x [P1 – Pn]

		Organisation name 

		





H.1 Aims and activities of the organisation


Please provide a short presentation of your organisation (key activities, affiliations etc.) relating to the domain covered by the project.

Please describe the role of your organisation in the project. Provide information on the operational and financial management of the project within the organisation (limit 3000 characters).

		





H.2 Technical capacity: Skills and expertise of key staff involved in the project / network


Please add lines as necessary.

		Name of staff member




		Summary of relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list of recent publications related to the domain of the project (limit 750 characters per person). 



		

		



		

		



		

		





PART I. Work plan and work packages


I.1 Added value of the third country participation

Please describe the added value that the third country participation will bring to the main project in terms of project outputs/results, the impact on the target groups in the main LLP application, the choice of partners and value for money. (limit 2000 characters)

		





IMPORTANT: Sections I.2, I.3 and I.4 should be duplicated and completed together for each work package.

I.2 Identification


Please describe the activities that will be undertaken by the partner organisation(s) in third countries following the logic of the work packages already established in the main application form. Activities that are additional to existing work packages should be completed using the existing work package number. New work packages need to take a new work package number. All the information presented in this section should relate to the activities of the third country participants only.


		Work package number

		

		Work package title 

		



		Work package type

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Management


 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Implementation (the substance of the work planned including production, testing, etc)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Quality Assurance (quality plan)

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Dissemination

 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Exploitation of results



		Start


Month number

		

		End


Month number

		

		Duration


in number of months

		



		Description of the third country partner activities in the work package (limit 2000 characters).



		





I.3 Deliverables – outputs / products / results


Please specify any additional deliverables that will be produced by partner organisation(s) in third countries.


Please add tables as necessary.

		Deliverable number

		



		Title

		



		Type of outcome / product / results

		



		Description (limit 500 characters) 



		





I.4 Consortium partners involved and resources required to complete the work package

Please include only the partner organisation(s) in third countries.


Please add lines as necessary.

		

		Partners involved

		Country

		Short name

		Number of staff days

		Role and tasks in the work package



		

		

		

		

		Category


1

		Category


2

		Category




		Category


4

		Total

		



		Lead partner

		P(n)

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		





Explanation of work package expenditures


Please explain and justify budget items included in the detailed budget that relate to third country organisations working on this work package, specifically, where relevant under the headings: "travel and subsistence (of the staff of the consortium)" and "other" (limit 2000 characters).

		





List of Associated Partners


(where applicable)


These organisations may provide the consortium with facilities or assistance that enhances the quality of work, but they may not be responsible for core activities of the project (e.g. management, coordination, leader of a work group etc.). No financial contribution from EU resources will be allocated to these organisations.

		Nr

		Name of organisation

		Type of institution

		City

		Country



		 1

		NCE (the National Centre for Vocational Teacher Education).

		 EDU-UNIV

		Frederiksberg 

		Denmark



		 2

		ErhvervsuddannelsesCenter Lillebaelt

		EDU-VET

		Fredericia

		Denmark



		 3

		University College Lillebaelt

		EDU-UNI

		Vejle

		Denmark



		 4

		Marijampole English Teachers’ Methodology Council 

		 ASC-TCH

		 Marijampole

		Lithuania



		 5

		Marijampole College

		 EDU-UNIV

		 Marijampole 

		Lithuania



		 6

		Marijampole Administration Department of Education

		 PUB-REG

		 Marijampole

		 Lithuania



		 7

		Lithuanian Association of Innovative Schools (LIPRIA)

		 ASC-VET

		 Kaunas

		 Lithuania



		 8

		Cothrom Ltd

		 NFP-VOL/


EDU-VET

		 South Uist

		Scotland



		 9

		Am Pàipear

		 NFP-CULT/


ENT-PBL

		 Benbecula

		Scotland



		 10

		UHI Millennium Institute

		 EDU-UNIV

		 Highlands & Islands

		Scotland



		 11

		Associação Jovens Professores do Alentejo

		 ASC-TCH

		 Évora

		 Portugal



		 12

		APPI (Associação Portuguesa dos Professores de Inglês)

		 ASC-TCH

		 National

		 Portugal



		 13

		EPRAL (Escola Profissional da Região Alentejo)

		 EDU-SCHVoc / ASC-VET

		 Évora, Estremoz

		 Portugal



		 14

		Rádio Despertar Voz de Estremoz

		 ENT-BC

		 Estremoz

		 Portugal



		 15

		Fundação Luís de Molina

		 NFP-FND

		 Évora

		 Portugal



		 16

		EU-line

		 ENT-BC

		 Évora

		 Portugal



		17 

		St. Patrick’s College Drumcondra 

		 EDU-UNIV

		 Dublin

		Republic of Ireland 



		 18

		Mary Immaculate College, University of Limerick

		 EDU-UNIV 

		 Limerick

		 Republic of Ireland



		 19

		National University of Ireland Maynooth

		EDU-UNIV

		Maynooth

		Republic of Ireland



		 20

		Comhairle na Gaelscolaíochta 

		 ENT-PROFS

		 Belfast

		 Northern Ireland



		 21

		Subject Centre for Languages, Literature and Area Studies/Higher Education Academy

		 ENT-PROFS

		 Southampton/


York

		 England



		 22

		University of Copenhagen

		EDU-UNIV

		Copenhagen

		Denmark



		 23

		University of Aarhus

		EDU-UNIV

		Aarhus

		Denmark



		 24

		VUC Odense

		OTH

		Odense 

		Denmark



		25

		VUC Vest

		OTH

		Taastrup

		Denmark



		 26

		Department of Oriental Studies, University of Latvia

		EDU-UNIV

		 Riga

		 Latvia



		 27

		Center of Oriental Studies, Vilnius University

		EDU-UNIV

		 Vilnius

		 Lithuania



		 28

		Faculty of Oriental Studies, University of Warsaw 

		EDU-UNIV

		Warsaw

		Poland



		

		

		

		

		



		 29

		AESLA (Asociación Española de Lingüística Aplicada): Spanish association for applied linguistics

		ASC-TCH

		Castelló de la Plana

		Spain



		 30

		ASELE (Asociación para la enseñanza del español como lengua extranjera): Association for Spanish as a foreign Language

		ASC-TCH

		Logroño

		Spain



		 31

		AELFE (Asociación Europea de Lenguas para Fines Específicos): European association for languages for specific purposes

		ASC-TCH

		Castelló

		Spain
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Part A: Identification of the applicant and other organisations participating in the project.
This part must be completed separately for each organisation participating in the project.
A.1 Organisation
Registered address
A.2 Person responsible for the management of the application (contact person)
Address
A.3 Person authorised to represent the organisation in legally binding agreements 
(legal representative)
Address: 
Partner Controls
List of partner organisations
Partner no
Role
Organisation Name
City
Country
Part B. Description of the project
B.1 Summary of the project
For successful applications, this section will be published, as presented below, in compendia etc. You should therefore ensure that it gives a concrete overview of the work your consortium plans to undertake including:
 
   - The reason for your project / network / study.  
    - Concise description of the outputs, results and / or products (including where relevant key pedagogical strategies, media used, language. versions etc).
    - The impact envisaged
 
Please indicate the language of the summary * :
B.2 Lifelong Learning Programme Objectives and Priorities addressed
Please identify in the box below, which of the Objectives of the Lifelong Learning Programme this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which of the Specific Objectives of the Action this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, which of the Operational Objectives of the Action this application addresses (maximum 2 choices)
Not applicable for this Action
Please identify in the box below, which of the Priorities this application addresses (Max. 500 characters) (minimum 1 choice)
Please identify in the box below, which of LLP Horizontal policies this application addresses (Max. 500 characters)(maximum 2 choices)
Please identify in the box below, how this application demonstrates Complementarity with other policies (maximum 2 choices)
Linkages with other Actions in the LLP
The content of this application is linked to the following areas of the LLP. Tick all boxes relevant to this proposal: multiple choice possible.
Transversal policies
Sub-programme areas
B.3 Dates and languages
B.3.1 Total duration of the project
B.3.2 Language for Grant Agreement and communication with the Agency *:
B.4 Summary budget
Expenditure
Direct Costs	    
Staff*
Travel and subsistence* 
Equipment*
SubContracting*
Other*
Sub-Total: Direct Costs
Sub-Total: Indirect Costs
Total Cost
Revenue    
EU Grant Requested*
% of total cost	
Own funding of the members of the consortium*
Other sources of financing*
Total Co-financing 
Total revenue
Third Country Budget
Expenditure
						Third country budget        
Total project budget
(with third country participation)
Direct Costs	    
Staff*
Travel and subsistence*
Equipment	
SubContracting
Other*
Sub-Total: Direct Costs
Sub-Total: Indirect Costs
Total Cost
Revenue    
EU Grant Requested*
% of total cost	
Own funding of the members of the consortium*
Other sources of financing*
Total Co-financing 
Total revenue
Attachments
Errors list
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